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Tonight and Thursday
Fair; Temrerature
Stationary

REFUSES

DRAMATIC
MEETING
BETWEEN
MRS. KIMMEL AND MAN WHO
CALLS HER "MOTHER."

WILL

PROVE

EXPENSIVE

IF WOMAN ACKNOWLEDGES THE
CLAIM
SHE
STRANGER'S
WILL

HAD

LOSE

COLLECTED

1
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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW,:MEXICO, WEDNESDAY,

-

NO. 268.

TO RECOGNIZE

IT

OPT

I

$25,000.

INSURANCE

POLICY FOR $5,000 PAID WHEN
GEORGE ALFRED KIMMEL
DISAPPEARED.;
Sept.

"

THE DAILY MAXIM

A

Laugh is

I

&

,uta-gio- n

Which Know

no Quarantine

When I disappeared from
home 13 years ago, undoubtedly my
'
family did think I was dead. Seven
years later my mother proved in
court that there was evidence to
show I was dead. One insurance
company promptly paid her f 3,000,
but another company, holding a $23,-00-0
policy appealed and said they
would locate me. They did fllnd ma
in jail. Then my mother heard of
if but refused to change her position.
Four years ago they brought us face
to face in Auburn penitentiary. My
mother appeared not to rtecognize
While we were talking
me.
the
guards stepped aside and k
in my mother's ear 'What am
I to call you If not mother?' She
looked at me in silince and then
whispered 'When we are alone call
me mother.'
"That was an outburst of mother
love which she could no suppress.
Afterward she appeared to regret It
I wonder whether that impulse will
reassert itself or whether, while ac
knowledged by my friends, I am forever to be disowned by my mother."
'Kimmel" today was still at the
home of Mrs. Harry T. Pox, who
recognized him as a cousin. He said
his mother would have to call on
bim If she wanted to see him.
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HARVESTERTRUST CLARIS PREDICTS PASSENGER
WILL ESCAPE

DEMOCRATIC

RAMMED BY

TRIAL

VICTORY

CRUISER

GOVERNMENT
PORATION

WILL ALLOW COR
TO READJUST

IN

ORGANIZATION

IT

SPEECH AT LAWRENCEBURG,
KY., HE SAYS HIS PARTY
WILL WIN NEXT YEAR

WHITE STAR STEAMER

OLYMPIC

BY BRITISH

STRUCK

WAR-

SHIP HAWKE

MUST CONFORM TO LAW WILL ENTEM PROMISED LAND CAPTAIN TAKES

CHANCES

NO

INTERPRETATION OF SPEAKER OF HOUSE
ASSERTS ORDERS VESSEL BEACHED FOR
PROTECTION OF THE PASDEMOCRACY
STATUTE MADE
IS ABOUT
TO
SENGERS
ACTION NECESSARY
COME INTO POWER

RECENT
ANTI-TRUS-

,

T

CAPITALIZED

AT

$180,000,000 MAKES

BIG CONCERN

IS
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ORGANIZED

.
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Lawrenceburg, Ky., Sept 20. "Tri
Washington, Sept. 20. That the
'
Stepping
to
is
umphant
the
government
democracy is now the re
ready
permit
back from the proffered embrace of
International Harvester company vol- sounding theme of every tongue. Afthe man who claims to be her son,
untarily to readjust its organization ter 17 years of wandering in the wil
Mrs. Estella Kimmel today faced him
to conform to recent interpretations derness we this day stand upon
for the first time since their dramatic
into .the
of the Sherman law became known Mount Victory and look
meeting in the prison at Auburn, N. BIG STREET CAR
here today. Pending the result of Promised Land which we will enter
Y., four years ago.
conferences between Attorney Gen and possess in 1912." So declared
"Why, mother, don't you know
eral Wickersham, aDd the attorneys Champ Clark, speaker of the national
IN
DETROIT
STRIKE
me?" the man who claims to be
for
the company, the threatened dis house of representatives, In an ad
George Alfred Kinuiel, exclaimed as
Mr. Clark was
cress here today.
solution
suit Is being delayed.
the woman entered the home of a
near
born
March 7,
HUNDRED
EMPLOYES
Imwrenceburg,
FIFTEEN
understandto
Negotiations looking
cousin where the ban of mytery has
1850 and until today had not been
between
the
and
the
ing
government
WALK
OUT
IS
CITY
AND
LEFT
been acknowledged as a relative. As
were begun in there since he taught a country
company, which
WITHOUT TRANSPORTATION
he spoke, he stepped forward with
summer
last
Washington
by Edgar A. school.
arms extended but the woman recounsel
for the
Continuing his message to demo
Bancroft,
general
'
coiled and responded sharply:
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 20. Fifteen Harvester company, later were con cracy the speaker said:
"I not so sure about that"
hundred employes of the Detroit tinued at Cedar Hurst, L. I., where
"Democrats everywhere are cheerThen she subjected "Kimmel" to a United
went on a
company
Railway
hopeful, 'confident, united and
General
has
ful,
Wickersham
that went into de-- strike this morninar and no street Attorney
while : our republican
summer.
been
agressive,
the
They
spending
tails of ber son's early life and school car8 ieft the tarns. The men get 22,
are
friends
hopeless, despondent,
reached
is
sad,
where
the
said,
stage, it
days in Niles., Sh asked him also 2g and M cente 8n hour They asJt it will be
on
and split into' bitter
defensive
the
Mr.
for
Bancroft
necessary
had
was
her son, he
why, if he
not25 BBd s0 cenU
hour
at each others'
factions"
to
mutation
iwrem.nfzntlon
of
the
constantly
refer
KTltton to her durin (be many yeara
mt.ra
not s. tHsesr, ttag; vote on to the
I
to ocean they
company's board of director. throat. From ocean
'
re flhttnK 'ayfa other like the caU
The interview was, if anything, more ficials were out early, anxious and
dramatic than the former meeting be- worried about the conditions at the heard persistent reports that the gov Ol 'Kilfccaiiy. rr'siffeat Taft leading
was ready to bring an anti- the stadpact faction, while Senator
tween the two. Earlier in the day fair grounds. With &e big fair under ernment
trust
suit
against the company. Some Robert Marlon La Follette "Fighting
to
claims
his
the man had reiterated
way only two days and with thou papers necessary for court proceed Bob," as his followers love to call
identify as Kimmel and had declared sands of people expneted today and
With
him heads the insurgents.
were prepared.
tliat if his mother wished to see Mm all the rest Jfi. the week, it means to ings
is war to the knife and the
it
them
direcboard
of
The
of
the
attitude
Bhe would have to call on him. When them a great loss.
knife to the hilt
tors of the harvester company Is
they came face to face he made the
Out of the 2,400 men employed by
destroydeto
to
communicated
be
the
They are so thoroughly
first advances and,, after her reeum the company, 1,700 are members of
of Justice in about a month. ing each ojther that sometimes it
partment
exclaimed:
the association. The remaining 700 The next regular meeting of the di- seems that all we have to do la to
"How can you Bay such a thing, are men who have been employed by
rectors is scheduled td be held on stand still and see the salvation of
mother?"
the company for less than 90 days October 21.
the Lord; but wise democrats are not
Then they Bat down faeiag eacn and who are not entitled to memberor of deThe negotiations which Attorney in favor of standing still
'
other and the fire o questions began ship nntil they have worked that
factionalism
on
republican
been
has
Wickersham
carrypending
General
behind closed doors. He was. asked length of, time. The men assert, howon with officials of the harvester to give us the victory next year. On
ing
several
out.
his ago, birthplace,
questions ever, the 700 men will go
we should continue as
company do not contsitute an entire
about his father, where he went to
in federal regula we have begun, press forward adnew
ly
departure
school, why and when ue left Niles
tion of corporations, although the vance our banners, keep everlastingly
and what circumstances had pre SANTA FE COUNTY
more good bils
proceeding is of a character only re pounding them, pass
vented him from informing those at.
until we have carried out our entire
instituted.
cently
home of his whereabouts and actions.'
Details' of the negotiations between program and force the president to
TEACHERS INVITED
Mrs. Kimmel is not reauy to deny
Wickersham and Bancroft sign or veto meritorious democratic
Messrs.
flatly that the man is her son, neither
have not been allowed to become pub measures, which are designed to prowill she admit that his claims are
and
SEND BIG DELEGATION TO lic, although it is known as one con mote the prosperity,, happines
WILL
That
just When she saw him in Auburn
American
people.
dition to nonprosecution that the safety of the
NEW MEXICO EDUCATIONAL
she was emphatic in her denunciapovernment will insist on the busi is a policy which will win and which
.
MEETING.
ASSOCIATION
tion of his claims. Former acquaint-of the trusts being separated in- deserves to win.
ness,
ances of the woman's so are divided
The greatest statesman that ever
to
the four corporations whlcb first
as to the identity of the man. Some
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 20. Rupert composed it. They were the McCor- - lived, bar none, Thomas Jefferson,
asserted that he has readily recalled F Asplund, secretary of the New
iriok Harvester company, the Deerlng said: "Eternal vigilance. is the price
happenings of his boyhood but others Mexico Educational association has Harvester company, the Milwaukee of liberty. It is also the price of
declared today that he was an
sent out the following Mter to the Harvester company and the Piano success at the polls. I commend ,it
teachers in the city, town and rural Manufacturing company. These four most cheerfully, and earnestly to
Still claiming to be the son of Mr
schools of Santa Fe county, colleges,
companies were the first acquired by democrats all over the land."
'
Estella Kimmel, but denounced by parochial techools, church schools, the international Harvester company,
Mr. Clark reviewed conditions in,
her as an impersonator of her son private schools and Indian schools: when it was formed in New Jersey both parties, referred to the demo
Dear Friends On November l.'ith, in 1902, and capitalized at $120,000,- - cratic victory of 1910, and the va
for whose death she receivea Insurance money,, the man who came from 17th, 18th, 1911, the teachers of New 000 of which $00,000,0000 was paid in rious congressional fights, and said
the Auburn, N. Y., penitentiary and Mexico will be thw guests of this icnsli. The other $00,000,000 of stock that "had the republicans in the 61st
was identified by scores of people city and county, when the New Mex- was issued for real estate, plants and
redeemed the
congress honestly
na fifioree Alfred Kimmel, was un- ico Educational association will meet
the
campaign of
in
made
iftventories.
promises
physical
certain today whether he would at in the ciry of Santa Ft.
tariff
downward,
the
to
revise
1908,
It is our duty to welcoma them ar;d
tempt to see his "mother.
their
made
party inwould
have
they
an
secured
have
"Kimmel," who says ne amy to make their visit so pleasant that
would
vincible, and
LIGHTNING PICKKS APPLES
' peared 13 years ago and' now returns they will want to come ai?ain. We
mas
The
of
power.
lease
20.
other
long
Sept.
Crawfordsville, Ind.,
promised the active
after $5,000 life insurance has been are
without regard to
...
f
it '.Captain H. Talbot, who brought a ses of the people
r,t,
said
death,
bis
for
are
honest and
paid Mrs. Kimmel
affiliations
Gdlden
Sweet apples party
lead basket cf fine
and candor lu
he had no motive, in returning other is necessary for us to take the
honesty
demand
the
when
freeze
that
to
they
the
city, says
in the arrangements.
than love for his mother.
men."
A meeting of all the teachers of destroyed the apple crop last year it public
"I do not want to cheat anyone out
of the chief reasons why we
"One
the
great
in what schools also killed the curculia,
of the $20,000 additional life insur- the county, no matter
of the apple, and as a conse- won in 1910, was that the democrats
rethey may be, is called for next Satur- enemy
ance which my relatives would
in congress
at quence apple growers are enjoying and insurgent republicans
on the
ceive if they could prove I'm dead," day afternoon, September 23, 1911,
hammering
1860.
constantly
since
kept
the
crop
largest
said "Kimmel," "but t am not dead." two p. m., at the High school building
the
of
republican
enter"A rather funny thing happened In broken promises
"After being knocked in the head in Santa Fe to organize for the
of connection with these apples," said standpatters, on their gross perfidy
of
the
an
attempt
gathering
tainment
to
be
laigest
in what appeared
and upon their scorn
in New Mexico. Captain Talbot. "During the storm to their pledges,
to put me out of business, after be- educators ever held
demands of the peo
of
the
a
righteous
tree
struck
It is a big undertaking and we need the other day lightning
to the country on
ing sent to the Auburn penitentiary
We
appealed
On
ple.
orchard.
from
distance
some
my
stealall.
of
the help
harge of
for five years on
an astonishing
won
and
record,that
a
wire fence nailed
thi3 tree I've got
otherwise be-- '
Very truly yours,
us hope, is only
ing 25 cents and after
let
which,
off
are
victory,
these
'
ASPLUND.
that
to
F.
tree
the
appels
RUPERT
mind
ing. so badly treated that my come
of a long series of
Secretary New Mexico Educational of. Well, do you know that when the the beginning'
is almost gone, I desired to
lower
taxes, for greater
for
victories
current
the
tree
the
' home. It was Impossible for me to Association.
lightning struck
better govern
and
for
J
was conducted along the wire fence economies
pretend for the; rest of my life that
ment.
knocked
to the apple tree and
many
SHIP'S CREW INJURED
I was dead just so that somebody .
"The new democratic house has
Toulon, France, Sept 20. A gun bushels of apples off without Injuring
could enjoy $25,000. If my mother
a record so splendid as to sur- made
was
one of
will not recognize me, I will not on the French armored cruiser Glolre the tree a particle. Iteft
the subtle
freaks
force her to. All my friends here burst today and thirteen members of those strange
cannot
wisest
the
(Continued on Page. Fourj
crew
were
So
explain."
that
Kimmel.
the
injured.
juice
real
the
George
know I'm
Niles, Mich.,

;
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does my mother know I'm not an
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OF

CROS-

ATLANTIC

Southampton, Sept.

20.

that the passengers were in no dan
ger. The Hawke was damaged, but
less seriously and anchored close by
the steamer until the Olympic clear
ed of the mud bank; set out on her
return to Southampton. The Hawke
then started southward under her
own steam. The cruiser's bows were
crumpled by the impact and her
plates torn to the water line. The
Olympic sailed from Southampton
at .11:25 o'clock bound for New York
by way of Cherbourg and Queens- town.; She sailed with the largest
list of first class passengers that ever
started across the Atlantic in one
ship. The first cabin passengers num
bered 742. twenty-fou- r
more than her
best record. Among; them were be
tween 20 and 30 American million
aires and something like $250,000 bad
been paid in passage money. All told
there were nearly 3,000 persons on
board.
.
In the collision the Olympic was
struck on the starboard quarter and
a large hole. was stove in her side.
When the vessels separated after the
Impact it was seen that the Olympic
was crippled and Captain Smith immediately ordered her beached.

The Olym

pic, the proudest of the White

Star

c
company's
liners, and
the biggest passenger vessel afloat,
returned to this port this afternoon
four hours after she had sailed for
New York, with a hole in her star
board quarter, but with her more
than 3,000 passengers unharmed
The passengers had an exciting story
to tell of a collision with the British
cruiser Hawke, off the Isle of Wight.
The steamer took considerable wa
ter and it was at first thought it
would be necessary to beach her, and
Captam .Smith made for a mud bank
in the Cowes roadstead. The prompt
closing of the collision doors, however, effectually stopped the Inrush of
the sea and her commander,, convinced that there wasn't immediate dan
ger, brought ihis vessel about and
headed for Southampton.
Watchers at Cowes saw toe steam
er moving toward the sliore, then
rto;-pinand Tx'evlng that she had
been beached," sent out the report to
this effect. Later when she drew
away it was supposed that the liner
had been floated without assistance.
The Olympic was oft Osborne bay
on the north coast of, the Isle of
Wight enroute for Cherbourg, her
first stop on the way to Queenstown
and New York, when the accident occurred. An eye witness of tbe collision said later that the Hawke was
undergoing steam trials following extensive repairs at Portsmouth and
was traveling at great speed when
she overtook the Olympic.
The cruiser was passing the liner
to starboard when suddenly the former drew in and crashed into, the
steamer's quarter about 20 feet from
This witness thought the
the
warship had been' drawin against the
other yessei by the suction. After
the impact the Hawke drew astern
and her crew threw the collision mats
over a badly damaged bow.
The Olympic as she drew away
from the cruiser, exhibited an ugly
hole into which great quantities of
water poured. Captain Smith ordered the collision doors closed and turned bis vessel toward the beach. At
the same time he signaled for assistance to porstmouth and Cowes both
of which ports sent tugs, but their
aid was not required. Quiet examination showed that the Olympic was
still seaworthy and she was brought
about and steamed slowlv, for this
port. The Hawke was also able to
make port without aid.
There was considerable excitement
but no panic on board the liner, the
passengers of which were only reassured by the officers. The weather
was somewhat thick and there was
a rain at the 'time of the accident,
but the haze was not sufficient to
obscure either vessel from the other.
trans-Atlanti-

,

stn.

"

Thirty Millionaire Aboard
.Sept. 20. The White Star
line steamer Olympic, the "biggest
passenger carrying vessel to the
world, was in collision with the British protected cruiser Hawke near
Osborne Bay, on the north side of the
Isle of Wight, this afternoon and was
so badly damaged that her Captain,
E. J. Smith', beached her on a mud
bank in tbe Cowes roadstead. Later
she was released and returned , to
Southampton.
Captain Smith immediately after
the accident signaled for assistance
to Portsmouth, from where the tugs
were sent promptly to the scene. At
the same time assurance was given
Cowes,

'

WIGGINS' BROTHER
IS IN TROUBLE
S BEING HELD IN ALBUQUERQUE

FOR

SELLING LIQUOR
INDIANS.

TO

Albuquerque, N. M., Sept 20.
Pablo Wiggins, who is believed to
be a brother of Joe Wiggins, who
broke into the red glare last apring
when he assisted in 'kidnaping little
Waldo Rogers in Las Vegas, and who
Is under indictment on a charge of
selling liquor to the Navajo Indians,
will not ' be tried in Albuquerque at
this session of the federal court Pa
blo was today granted a continuance
because of the fact that all the wit
nesses tor the government are ili
with the smallpox on the reservaUon.
Pablo Wiggins wbb arrested at Cer- rillog in April last at about the same
time that Joe Wiggins, who s 'be
lieved to be his brother, was arrested
in Las Ycgaa for kidnaping. It Is
alleged Pablo conducted the bootlegging operations in northern Mc- Kinley county adjacent to the San
Juan country and that he did considerable trading with the Navajos.

EGGSTRAORDINARY;

NOT UNEGGSPLAINABLE
HUMBLE HENS FIGHT FOR FAME
AND ATTAIN ATTENTION OF
CREDULOUS COUNTRYMEN.
Many and wonderful have been the
accounts Bet forth the past week of
the attainments of bens in all sections of the United States. Here
are some samples:
Orange, Mass., ben, a Rhode Island
Red, habitually lays two eggs daily,
one of whlcb recently was found to
measure 8
by 7 inches, while an
other, measuring 9 by 7 inches, contained another perfect egg 1 by 5
inches.1

Lincoln, Neb., Plymouth Rock, laid
an egg measuring&,9
inches in circumference, and containing a second
egg in which still a third was dis
covered.
Idaho, white Brahma
Juliaetta,
every other day lays a huge double-yolkeegg, one of which was found
to measure 9 4 by T Inches.
Goldfleld, Nev black Minorca regularly lays two eggs each day. The
eggs, however, are of norma? size.
Mount Joy, Pa., mongrel, being not
in the fast class with the foregoing
wonders, simply lays one egg every
day, but she pursues her modest
course with unbroken regularity.
Evansvllle, Ind., pullet, only five
months old, laid an egg from which
a chicken subsequently was hatched.
Lancaster, Ky., Plymouth Rock
faithfully covered seven small eggs,
which later hatched out a brood of
seven snakes.
Tarrytown, N. Y.; white Leghorn,
the knowing hen that recently helped
her owner, John Grohan of Glenvill.e,
build a chicken coop by holding the
nails in her beak while he drove
them, has now learned to fetch ber
master's pipe and tobacco and to
light his matches by holding them in
her beak and scratching them on the
floor. This accomplished, she blows
therm out.
1-- 4

TAFT

IS HANDED

A MONSTROUS
BOUQUET
REPRESENTATIVE YOUNG CALLS
HIM "GREATEST LIVING CON- - .
8TRUCTIVE PROGRESSIVE."
ADDRESSED
THREE

RING

JAMMED
.

MANY THOUSAND
TENT IS
PEOPLE AT

CIRCUS

WITH

MICH.

MARQUETTE,

IS INTERESTED

IN

ELECTION

CHIEF EXECUTIVE BELIEVES CA
NADIAN PEOPLE WILL APPROVE

RECIPROCITY.

Marquette, Mich., Sept 20. Presi
dent Taft today listened to an at
tack on "spurious progressives,'' and
shifty politicians" by Representa
tive Young of Michigan while be was
waiting to address a throng of sev
eral thousand people gathered under
a big three ring cirens tent brought
from Chicago for the occasion.
He praised President Taft as a
wise,
prudent and constant pro
gressive," and his remarks were
The president did
loudly cheered.
not follow Mr. Young lead. He said
he had intended Ur praise the congressman here among his own people
but was afraid that after all the nice
things Mr. Young had said about him.
there would be ft wuggestion of collusion.
You're all right," yelled a man in.
the rear of the crowd.
"I'm glad to be assured," called tba
ptesldent la reply.
P."pres-t)it?ttT- e
YorJi!' refei'r3 to
Mr, Taft as the greatest living representative of genuine constructive
progressIveneBS.

With the conclusion of his visit to
President
Taft today
Marquette,
turned southward to the lower pen
insula of Michigan to Illinois and
the states beyond the Mississippi
river, where next week he will in
vade the real "Insurgent country."
The program of the president's
stay here made it rather an easy day
for him. He was the guest of Alton
T. Roberta over night and, after
breakfast, was the central figure inr
a parade through the city. Other
features of the day were the president's address to a mass meeting and
a luncheon for him.
Mr. Taft is anxiously awaiting the
outcome of the Canadian elections
held tomorrow. Until then he ex
pects to say nothing further on reciprocity although he fs in a part of
the country intensely Interested in
that subject While he has said little
about tomorrow's elections, it is believed he expects the Canadian gov
ernment to be sustained, insuring the
passage of the bill through parlia
'
ment.
to-b-

GOVERNOR

APPOINTS

SANITARY

BOARD

.

SEVERAL OF THE OLD MEMBERS
OF CATTLE SANITARY
RETAINED.

BODY

1--

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept 20. Governor William J. Mills today announced the appointment of the following members of the Cattle Sanitary board of the territory of Kew
Mexico, who will serve during the-terprescribed by law: W. J.
Colfax county W. C. McDonald, Lincoln county; Charles L. Bul-larChavez county; Victor Culberson, Grant county; W. W. Cox, Dona
Ana county, and Benjamin F. Pan-keSanta Fe county. Several ot
these men were reappointed.
Lin-woo- d,

d,

PACIFIC FLEET TO HAWAHT
Washington, Sept. 20. The much-- ,
mooted cruise of the Pacific fleet to
Hawaii, which has been twice postponed, oncevby direction of the president 'will not be .n'onnt'oned" as hatf
been threatened. Tlie vessels, wil'
sail from San Fr?.nc!sc:o for Hop
lulu November lo, unloss nnfores'
complications render such a ce
impossible.

,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

ra

SEPTEMBER 20,

WEDNESDAY,

ence of Canada, as a movement to
one explaantion of the vast increase
ward continentallsra, and as a step
in appropriations and
expenditures
toward separation from the mother
for clerical assistants."
.
country.
This army of government clerks
Thfl conservative campaigners have
minor officials and laborers coming
confined themselves largely to the
directly under the civil service comsentimental side of the reciprocity
mission, and which numbers 384,088,
is divided into several classes. First
question. The British flag, the maintenance ot British connection
and by far the most important, is
and protests against closthat of the 222,278 employes who are
in the competitive class. Of laborers
er relatinos with the United States
and unclassified employes there are OPPONENTS OF THE ISSUE EX have formed the basis of conserva6,327
FROM
HAS ' INCREASED
Of excepted and
64,892.
tive speeches. The liberals, on the
PECT LARGE VOTE AT ELECSINCE EARLY LAST CENTURY
other
places there are 59,202; and
hand, have sought to keep the
TION
IN CANADA
AND 8TILL GROWS
there are 9,525 positions filled directfiscal aspect of reciprocity
to the
ly by the president, the postmasters
front and have scouted as absurd the
To this number
and diplomats.
contention 0 fthe conservatives that
The Situation at a Glance
must be added 28,191 laborers, who 4
4 reciprocity will lead Canada away
f UNCLE SAM'S GRAND
Laurier majority in the Elev- - 4 from England and to the United
ARMY OF EMPLOYES f are listed as the "digging force on 4
earn parliament, 45.
the Isthmus.' These Canal laborers
Number of federal em-4 States.
are all executive employes or the 4 To carry reciprocity Laurier tIt is conceded that if the conserployes protected by
United States, but no civil service 4 government must be returned
civil nervioe
4 vatives have succeeded in convincing
regula- 4 To defeat reciprocity conser- - 4 a majority of the electors that reci222,278
test of fitness is required of them.
Hons
It is said by some statistical sharps 4 vatlves must gain 23 seats.
4 procity tends toward annexation the
Number of exceptions... 59,202 4
that this army of 513,854 federal em 4 Influences In favor of reclpro- - 4 government will be defeated. It like
Number not under civil
69.892
Agricultural class. West- - 4 wise seems certain that If the gov
ployes does not Include all persons 4 city:
service
who are attached to the federal pay- - 4 ern Grain Growers' association, 4 ernment speakers have satisfied the
4There are 9,525 appointments
4-- made by the president without
Tolls,
They say that the 64,000 4 low' tariff advocates, British free 4 voters that annexation is Impossible
4' the government will be returned by
in
clerks
fourth class postofflces are 4 traders, American settlers.
service
civil
requirements
any
f
the Pan- - f not given in the official figures of the 4 Against reciprocity: Ultra-im- 4 a substantial majority and the reci
f4-- and 28,191 laborers on the
total f commission, which, holds that these 4 perlalists, British tariff reform- - 4 procity agreement ratified.
ama Canal, making
The French Canadian province of
number of persons employed by f clerks are not government employes, 4 teraandlOanadian allies, protected 4
f the federal goverment, 384,088. 4 as they are paid by the fourth class 4 manufacturers, dyed In' the wool 4 Quebec is regarded as the pivotal
4 conservatives.
4 province in the election. Here Henri
postmasters.
Regarding them
federal employes would bring the' 4 Claims of Opposing Leaders
4 Bourassa, the opposition nationalist
4 Jeaider, has
Washington, Sept. 20. The Uni-e- grand total of federal servants up to 4 Sir Wilfrid Laurier. liberal;
vigorously denounced
4 Victory Is in the air. I feel the 4 Premeir Laurier as tod imperialistic.
States government has the great 577,854.
est employment bureau In the world The commission today has juris 4 swing that makes it sure. I am 4 Trhough his paper, Le Devoir, of
diction over more than half of all 4 pretty old at the game. I have 4 Montreal, and in speeches he has de
In the civil service commission.
clared that Lalrier betrayed Cana
The commission takes care of the those who can In any way be classed 4 traveled oyer Canada more than
i employment of all of the 384,088 per as federal employes and over
two 4 once and today I find such en-- 4 dian independence to Great Britain
eons who work for the executive thirds of those working In the exe- 4 thusiasm as I never found be-- 4 hy enacting a law for the creation
branch of the government In various cutive branch of the government Its 4- fore.
4 of a navy which eventually will lead
conserva- - 4 to the conscription of the young men
Of this number 222,278 hold work is increasing daily. The com- 4
Robert L. Borden,
ways.
office as ft result of competitve exam- mission lends its assistance to those 4 vative: I am confident that to- - 4-- of Canada.
morrow the electors of Canada 4
inations held by the commission, and branches of the federal service which
In addition to Bourassa the conspicu
their tenure is not subject to the hold independent examinations foi 4 will cast their votes against tbe4 ous opponents of the government's
of reciprocity and 4 return are Clifford Sifton, former
whims of a statesman or politician. candidates. The consular service un- 4 ratification
This army of 384,088 does not in- der the state department is one in- 4 that the liberal government will
member of the Laurier cabinet; Rob
clude all of the persons who serve stance. The persons appointed to this 4 be defeated by a substantial - ert Rogers, minister of public works
4the government. This number has to service gained their positions as the 4 majority.
in the Manitoba government
and
In result of competitive examinations
do with the executive employes.
head of the conservative organization
addition there are 2,115 employes of conducted by the commission, but
in the prairie west; Richard McBride,
the senate and the house and 484 the commission has no jurisdiction
Columbia, and
20. The hot- premier of ' British
men and women who serve in the over their work, pay or removal, their Ottumwa, Ont, Sept.
Premier Hazen of New Brunswick.
has
Canada
test political campaign
Liberal governments are in power
congressional library. Then there are fate resting solely In the hands of the witnessed since the
days of Sir John In Nova
4,399 employes of the Judiciary, In- state department officials.
Scotia, Prince Edward,, Is
Macdonald and the national policy
cluding Judges, attorneys and mar"There Is at present little if any was
land, Quebec, Saskatchewan and Al
finish
a
whirlwind
to
brought
berta. They have given the governshals, and their clerical assistants tendency to regard the restrictions
with rallies and speechmaklng
and messengers, referees in bankrup- of the civil service rules as evils to today
ment and reciprocity all possible aid
In virtually every city, town and hamcommissioners.
States
and
United
.
be
observed
under
tcy
compulsion," let from the Atlantic to the Pacific. in the campaign.
only
Then the army has 80,521 officers said one of officials. "There are evi
Tomorrow the electors throughout
and enlisted men; the navy 40,832. dences of a growing desire In all
the
country will express their poliTo these must be added 1,415 consuls. branches of the service for a faith
tical preferences and on their verdict
clerks
and
secretaries
Interpreters,
ful application of the principles of the
depends the fate of the liberal govIn the diplomatic and consular ser- - merit system."
J
ernment, which, under the leadership
yloe.' The result is & grand army of
ot Sir Wilfrid Laurier, hag been in
A
federal employes numbering 613,854
office for fifteen years, and also the
SENTENCE
INDIAN GETS JAIL
persons.
fate of the propose dreciprocity pact
TWb employment (bureau has been
Albuquerque, N. M. Sept. 20.
with the United States, for which
egin-nlntwenty-eigtwo
years.b
to
indictments
running
Pleading guilty
under President Garfield. Dur charging trespass on railroad cars Sir Wilfrid stands sponsor..
If Sir Wilfrid returns to power, the
ing his term Garfield classified or with intent to commit felony, San
made subject to comeptitive examin- Juan Giron, an Isleta Indian, was this reciprocity bill will be passed soon
President morning arraigned before Judge Ira after the reassembling of parliament SO SAYS WALTER WILLIAMS, HISation 15,573
positions.
TORIAN, IN LETTER WRITTEN
Cleveland in his first term added to A. Abbott in the United States court next month, and at an agreed date
this number 27,330. President Harri- and sentenced to serve six months in both Canada and the United States
TO KANSAS CiTY JOURNAL.
son extended the comeptitive civil the state penltnentiary. The felonSes will put the necessary tariff changes
service to 42,928 additional places. alleged were committed on July 14 into- effect.
Las Vegas, N. M Sept. 20 The
In his second term President Cleve- and August 24 last. Giron broke the
If the opposition wins a majority, trail
journey goes up and over the
land added 81,889 more to the num seals on Santa Fe freight cars at Is- Eobert L. Borden, its leader, will be
Raton mountains by the side of the
ber, and his successor. President leta station, thirteen miles south of come premier, reciprocity will be Dick Wooten toll house
by the
McKlnley, further extended the oper Albuquerque, it Is alleged, and pilfer dropped and Canada will remain a Scenic
td Raton, the gateHighway
as
so
atlons of the civil service law
ed various articles. He was arrested high tariff country desirous of con
way city of New Mexico, aflutter with
to Include an additional 85,150.
by Santa Fe detectives. The federal tinuing the present tariff relations flags in ' celebration of statehood.
President Roosevelt's term In the grand jury which began working yes- with the United States.
Thence the trail" journey goes on
White House saw the list of classi- terday returned two true bills and
The polls will open at at 9 o'clock through Springer, with its possibilified positions swelled by 119,916, and he was arraigned and sentenced this tomorrow morning and close at 5
ties of agricultural
development.
t odate President Taft has added morning.
o'clock
in the' afternoon. Unless Wagon Mound, memorable for massa4,116, making the total of places
the voting at large Is unusually close cres, historial Watrous, to Las Vegas
made competitve by presidential or
It is expected that the outcome will "The City of, the Meadows."
AIR
FROM
THE
PICTURES
der to date 124,032. The discrepanIn the shadows of the mountains
known by 10 p. m. (Atlantic time.)
be
Washington, Sept. 20. One the
cy between this figure and the 222,the
traveler may almost see the
in
which
is
last
The
the
aviacampaign
278 now under the classified service important experimerits the army
shades
of the past. From every deac
will
Premier
Laurier
at
tors
in
participate,
College
Md.,
Park,
training
is due to the fact that the clerical
file
of
the
at
made
many canyons they come
declaration
force In all the government depart have successfully made is the taking cording to his'
this land of New Mexico
for
he
If
of
trooping,
the
the
of
an
struggle.
from
beginning
moving pictures
aeroplane
ments has increased materially since
Santa
Fe trail is the seat
the
wins the contest, he will hold office along
in rapid flight
first placed under the civil service.
of
a
and the home of a
civilization
a
for
longer period
After the aviators have thoroughly Irontinuously
' The growth of the executive civil
older even than the
far
people
Macdonald.
than
John
counSir
of
the
the
mastering
sketching
srevice has been wonderful. In 18i6
who on' the Kansas plains and
The campaign has been hotly conthree were only 6,327 employes in try over which they fly, the "latest
in the Coloradp mountains, contested
course
in
aviation
the
at
of
and
al
tested In all the provinces,
the government department. The of Bubject
with the white man unsuccessfully
ficial registry shows the following the army aviation school, the moving though conditions in certain sectiorA
with
the
sketches of the Dominion are regarded as for supremacy.
pictures, together
table.
What Egypt was to Africa, Chaldea
to be invaluable for miliare
expected
highly favorable to the liberal party to Asia, and what
Approximate
Europe was destithe result cannot be accurately fore- tute
total names tary purposes.
of
altogether, that was New
A roll of film made by the officers casted.
1816
Upon the whole, disinterest Mexico to both American continents,
6,327
seem Inclined to the
1821
8,211 at the Colloge Park aerodrome shows ed observers
the birthplace of an ancient civiliza:
1831
19,824 the surrounding territory with great opinion that the government will car- tion. The
Egyptians swept westward
1S41
23,783 clearness.
ry the country by a reduced majority. around, the Mediterranean and thence
1851
33,352
The claims of the two sides on the northward into Europe; the
s
1863
49,212
eve
of the election are about as fol
NOT
WORDS
DEEDS,
ultimately dominated Asia;
1871
53,917
lows:
The' opposition declare they while the Toltecan followed the
1881 '
107,095 East Las Vegas People Have Absolute will gain seats from the government mountain
plateaus southward through
166,375
'1891
in the maritime provinces Nova Mexico, Central America and the
Proof of Deeds at Home
1893
179,993
It's not words but deeds that prove Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince wondrous uplands of the far away
179,366 true merit.
1895
Edward Island in Quebec, Ontario, Andes. In the dry climate of New
192,336
1897
Columbia, Mexico are relics and reminders toManitoba and British
The deeds of Doan's Kidney Pills,
208,215
1899 ....
For East Las Vegas kidney suffer- while Saskatchewan and Alberta will day of this strange, 'prehistoric civ-- ,
1901256,681 ers,
remain with the government as at ilization. It is Sunshine Land and
' 1903 . . . .
... . 300,766 Have made their, local reputation. preesnt. The liberals, ' on the con- in the land of sunshine history lln:
. . . . . ...
349,075
1905 ......'.".'
,
Proof lies In the testimony of East trary, maintain that they Wjll Increase gers.
306,141 Las
1907
Land of Sunshine.
Vegas people who have been cured their present large majority in the
370,065 to stay cured.
sections of Quebec
1909
New Mexico covers five degrees of
"The disproportionate increase in
S. P. Flint, Central House, Grand and the maritime provinces, and will the north temperate zone, extending
the number of government employes & Douglas Aves., East Las Vegas, N. make gains in Ontario and through- from the thirty-thir- d
to the thirty-seventover the increase in population," said Mex., saya: "I am as firm a believer out the west.
Thus it correparallel.
an official of the civil service com- In the merit of Doan's Kidney Pills
Practically the reciprocity agree- sponds in length and latitude with
mission, "is not at 'all an indication today as when I first publicly recom- ment with the United States has bee;i North and South Carolina and the
of extravagance or wasteful methods. mended them about seven years ago. the sole issue of the campaign. The major part of Georgia on the AtIt is rather the necessary result of At that time Doan's Kidney Pills were liberal press and liberal speakers lantic coast or with Tennessee and
s
governmental entrance to new fields procured at the Center Block Phar- have argued its material advantages, the upper
of, Alabama and
of activity undreamed of before the macy and they entirely relieved me while the opposition has denied its Mississippi.
civil war. The wonderful growth of of backache and other symptoms of maierial advantages and denounced
Only Florida among the Ansei-icathe department of agriculture, which disordered kidneys. The benefit I de- the compact a sinimical to the com- states Hes wholly south of New
mercial unity and national Independ Mexico's lower boundary, while 1
was not created until 1862, is Just rived has been permanent"
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BUNTING

FLAGS

Decorate for

CONVENTION WEEK
t

V

Next week the entire city will be gay with flags, and bunting for the FIRST STATE
CONVENTION. Let us supply your needs with fast color, weather proof stock. Our line is
cbmplete with Flags of all sizes Bunting of all patterns at extremely low prices. We'll
estimate your needs, if you wish it. Phone us.
-
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ESTABLISHED 166Z
times of its, most powerful freight engines tbem evidently thought me a kind of
degrees or one and one-hal- t
New Mexico's own length would ex- "Uncle Dick."
who ought to be
tend that boundary to the northern
Both the Wooten house and the old
limit of the torrid zone. In Europe trail at this point re of intensely
Diplomacy Needed,
but the extreme southern parts of fascinating interest, as belonging to
"Holding these views, when I asked
Spain and Greece lie- within New the
period of thrilling
Mexico's latitudes. All the great re- adventure, for on the trail here and them for a certain amount of money
sorts of France and Italy, Spain and past the toll house journeyed every before raising the toll gate, they nat'
Greece, with their celebrated skies overland stage, every caravan, everv urally differed with me very frequentand climates, lie decidedly farther prairie schooner, every emigrant and ly about the propriety of complying
In other words,
north. New Mexico is emphatically every soldier cavalcade bound to the with the request
a southern country.
southwestern country in early days. there would be at such times probIn shape the new state Is a
.Colonel Owenby at his ranch home ably an honest difference of opinion
335 miles broad and 367 told the story of Dick Wooton, who between the man who kept the toll
miles long. It lies, so to speak, perhaps next to Kit Carson is the gate and the man who wanted to get
broad side to the sun, sloping from most conspicuous figure as Indian through It. Anyhow there was a difnorth to south, wita an elevation of fighter and trapper on the Santa Fe ference and such differnuces had to
Sometimes I did it
7,000 feet in the north, sinking to Trail in Colorado and New Mexico, be adjusted.
3,50 feet in the south, while many ichens
Lacy Wooten, "Dick," or through diplomacy and sometimes I
mountain peaks reach a height vary- "Uncle Dick," a native of Virginia, a did it with a club. It was always setto 14,000 feet. These tobacco grower in Kentucky, tiring tled one way, however, and that was
ing from-8,00- 0
peaks and their unique ranges give to of civilized life, visited Independence, in accordance with the tolls schedNew Mexico five distinctive water Mo., in 1836 and caught the Santa uled,' so that I could never have been
sheds with their respective valleys. Fe trail fever.
charged with unjust discrimination
The Rio Grande divides New Mexico
He was only 19 when he started of rates."
Colonel OwenbyV ' ranch house,
from north to south into very nearly out from Independence on his first
as
of
and
Nile
is the restored Wooten toll
which
across
is
tho
the
the plains, employed
equal portions,
trip
southwest. The Canadian river out- teamster. He became enamored with house, levies 'np tribute upon the
lets the waters of th northeast and the Trail life, trapped and hunted passerby. It gives to those fortunis a tributary of the Mississippi and fought, and finally made his ate etnough to enjoy its hospitality
x
home permanently In the Southwest all the comforts of tre city in the
river.
He built a. roadway over the Raton fastness of the mountaf nald
., t. Iaraa" Than .Great Britain.
On tho southeast tho Pecos has Pass, which, barring grades, was as even s Turklsb bath.
xwo piiea 01 uione, one on eltner
eroded a valley second only in ex- good as a turnpike. He obtained from
tent to the Rio Grande, of which it the legislatures of Colorado and New side of the road, mark the state line
is the chief tributary;
The waters Mexico charters permitting him to between Colorado and New Mexico.
of the San Juan on the northwest, keep toll gates and charge for trav- The trail winds around and up the
and the Gila on the southwest ulti- eling on the road which he had mountain and suddenly Raton, a
1866 he built beautiful, small city, is unfolded to
mately reach the Paciflic ocean. The built. In the spring of
state has 122,580 square miles, which his home in the mountains and lived the view. is an area of 100 square miles larger there until his death in 1895.
Picturesque Scenery.
Toll Road a Novelty.
than the land surfaces of New EngOver mesa and arroyo the trail
was
as
road
a
a
toll
"Such
thing
land, New York and Maryland comwinds onward. An occasional can
bined. It is 1,241 square miles larger unknown in the country at that yon, a deep set
valley, the foothills
is
Wooton
Dick
quoted of
than all Great Britain, including Eng- time," Uncle
the
are
met as the trav- mountains
land, Scotland, Ireland and Wales. as having said. "People who had erel goes southward. The Culebra and
of
come
understood
from the states
It Is an arid land, part of the forCimarron ranges of the Rocky moun
Great American des- course that the object of building tains shut in the lower western sky.'
merly
ert, now no more. There is small a turnpike was to enable the builder Maxwell
of a
(Jity, headquarters
rainfall and much sunshine. The to collect toll frcm those who trav- great ranch company, the
thriving
winds are never weary. Electricity eled over it. But I Tiad to deal with town of Springer, whence
stages run
is In the air. To this land the Santa a great many people who seemed to to the Red river mines,
Wagon
think that they should be as free to
Fe trailers made their way.
Mound, a former Mexican frontir
and
well
over
gravgraded
my
The trail from rinidad to Raton is travel
custom house, picturesquely located
eled" roadway as they were to follow
over the scenic highway, built by
at the base of a mountain, which
I
I
an ordinary cowpath.
may say
Us names to the town, and
convict labor along the Old Trail by
had five classes of patrons to do bus gives
The
tool
Dick
Wooten
iouse.
the
at the head of the Mom
Watrous,
com
iness with. There was the stage
grade is not difficult at any point, but
canyon, near Old Fort Union, are
the
Its
and
freighters,
employes,
the highway Is entitled to its ambit- pany
visited on the way to Las
the military authorities who marched points
ious name, Vthe scenic higjKway.,'
Vegas.
over
and
transported supplies
Whether one views the entrancing troops
Moro canyon is 50 miles long, but'
the roads, and Mexicans and the In
mountain and valley panorama from
of this land of deeply cuttypical
dians.
an automobile, a carriage or a pestreams. The Rio Gallinas isting
"With the stage company, the mili- sues
destrian,, he must perforce linger and
by a tortuous path through
authorities and the American
gaze on the scenes of glorious "beauty tary
rugged,
canyon walls
freighters I had no trouble. With the from a spur of the
unfolded below him.
Rocky mountains
when a band came through half a dozen
Indians
mile:: northwest of th
As far as the eye can Bee and one
now and then, I would not care to
of Las Vegas. These vegas or
sees far at altitudes from 8,000 to
city
have any controversy about so small meadows
10,000 feet fresh treasures of panogradually broaden until
matter as a few dollars toll. Whena
ramic beautiy are disclosed. It Is
they finally open up into the broad
came
toll
the
ever
gate New Mexican
along
the beauty of a life time, no matter went theyand
plain that sweeps away
any other little thing I toward the
what' other pictures the traveler may could up
southeast.
Almost at the
to
did
I
do
hurry them along
have seen. Two powerful mountain
verge of plain and mountain .t.- the
While
and
cheerfully.
promptly
Vegas, the eommercial metropolis of
engines are required to haul the Sandid not understand anything nortnern
ew Mexico, with ita innnr
ta Fe trains s over the Raton pass, Indians
about the system of collecting toll,
inhabitants, its attractive climate.
near, to the scenta highway. The
seemed, to recognjze the fact 113
railroad winds tortuously in sharp they
commercial and social life, and
I had the right to control the its
that
can
curves. There are level side
Castenada hotel stands.
road and they would generally ride
while in the Land
long
aspen,
yons shaded with
Yft0r,i0,,
td the gate and ask permission Las
up
Vegas herself is a town of to
straight slopes covered with pine, to "go
Once In' a while the
through.
timbered waves of rock overgrown
day. It was not until April fi. ism
chief of a band would think compen- or 14
with chaparralvhuge, bare cliffs with
years after Mexico had ob
sation for the privilege of going
tained her Independence and
perpendicular gray or brown faces,
only 11
in order and would make
conical coke ovens with their guostly through
years before the comlne- of tha Am
me a present of a buckskin or somelean invaders, that a permanent setsmoke wreaths and' breaks through
of that sort.
tlement was made here. The
which one may look far out across thing
place
the lower levels to other ranges.
were the chosen was on the west bank Qf the
"My Mexican patrons
hardest to get along with. Paying Gallinas, where the Santa Be trail
Historic Toll House.
for the privilege of traveling over crossed. Here the first Bettlers. as
To the trail traveler chief interest any road was something they were m au Mexican towns, built nn th
along the , highway attaches to the totally unused to and they did not trail their homes around a public
site of "the Dick, Wooten toll house. take to It kindly. "They were pleased square or plaza, using for the nnr.
It was an abandoned and dismantled with my toad, and liked to travel pose the universal materia, nf
adobe dwelling until Colonel Richard over It until they came to the toll country, adobe bricks made o! mud
Owenby restored the house and now gate. This they seemed to look upon ana straw and dried In the snn. nn.
occupies it as a residence. He as an obstruction that no man had a eral Stephen W. Kearney came with
showed the historiu place today to right to place in the way in a free-bor- n the American army of invasion
Augthe trail party, much yet remaining
mountain region. They appeared ust 14, 1846, and on
July 7, 1879, the
of the original 'house and surround- to regard the toll gate 'as a new bania e railroad was onened fnr
'
ings. The Santa Fe railroad has a scheme for holding up travelers for traffic to the town.
station Wooten and has named one the purpose of robbery and many of
WALTER WILLIAMS.
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Sickness Due to Bowel
Disorder

Cy-clo-

A doctor's first question when con
Tom (Buck) O'Brien, the Denver
westsulted
moat
A native of one of the
by a patient la, "Are your bowis making good with the BosHe know that ninety-eigrn of the TJnlted States of America pitcher, Sox.
els
regular?"
wu crossing the Atlantic In rough ton Red
cent of Illness la attended
per
the
still
is
leading
Cobb
hitter,
Ty
weather.
with inactive bowel and torpid liv
One morning he went up on deck run getter ana Dase sieaier in me
and tn&t tnis conaiuon must oe
er,
when a big gale wag blowing. Nobody" major leagues.
removed
gently and thoroughly bewaa In Bight except the captain.
Joe Tinker, of the Cubs, will open
"Go below there!" Bhouted the cap- his vaudeville season at bpoKane, fore health can be restored.
Rexall Orderlies are a poatlve, pleastain.
Washington, on November 5.
The passenger looked around to sea
ant
and safe remedy for constipation
best
the
umpire
Clarence OwenB,
to whom he was talkin.
and bowel disorder In general We
wui
American
the
association,
in
"You mean meT" he yelled back, aa
work In the National league next are so certain of their great curative
there was no one else In sight
value that we promise to return the
1"
and
below
season.
Go
"Of course I do.
30
has
men
purchaser' money in every case when
The American league
the captain came alongside.
fall to produce entire
the
ana
or
.300
I
they
protested
not,"
the
for
Better,
"Well,
guess
bitting
'
passenger. "I'm up here to see how National league has 17 in the select
waves and
one of your mountain-higRexall Orderlies are eaten Ike
list
,
your terrific gales' compare with what
as many newsalmost
are
they act quietly, and Save a
There
we hay at home in the way of cywestern
with
on
the
men
trip
soothing, strengthening, healing influ
clones. This ain't a patch to what paper
ball
are
ence on the entire intestinal tract.
there
as
players
Giants
the
I've seen out our way."
They do not purge, gripe, cause na
A big wave Just then broke over tha on the team.
confident
Is
that
McGraw
sea, flatulence, excessive looseness,
deck, sweeping the speaker aft They
Manager
ricked him up with a broken leg, a Mathewson and Marquard will bring diarrhoea or other annoying effects,
twisted shoulder and a sprained wrist home the bacon if the Giants and the They are especially good for children,
When he came to he saw the captain. Athletics meet In the world s series. weak persons or old folks. Three
'
"Captain," he said, feebly, "that re
"',',",'- ',1
Pitcher Wolfgang of the Lowell szles, 60c, 25o and 10c. Sold only at
me of home, only it was a
minded
L-New
Life.
England league champions, won our store The Rexall Store. E. G.
v
wetter."
Variety
sight
27 out of 32 games pitched this sea- Murphey.
the St
been
signed
has
by
He
son.
PRETTY DRESS
WEDDING.
Louis Americans.
"Germany" Schaefer is spoken of
Paris, Sept 20. In the private
as the next manager of the Wash- chapel of Mrs. William K. Vander-bilt'- s
chateau at Deauville, in one
ington team. Schaefer' has played
i- great ball at first base for the Na- of the most picturesque spots to be
found in ali Normandy, Miss Martionals, this season.
the Cleveland garet Rutherfurd, daughter of Mrs.
of
Vean Gregg,
BY JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
Naps, continues to hold his own and Vanderbilt by a previous marriage,
no doubt finish the season at the was wedded today to Mr. Ogden Livwill
"mountain leghorns" for those that
was ever quite so
the list of winning pitchers In ingston Mills, only son of Mr. and
of
top
NOTHING"fit" and good for daily are looking for cheaper hats and great
rtlls of iNew York. AlMrs. Ogden
American
and
league.
the
canvas
of
rufweaves,
pretty
numbers
wear as the pretty little
The Texas league race was a though the wedding was considered
which infixnensive. that will last out the
fled and starched
corker this season. Austin won the more private than public, there asthe grandmothers of today wore in season with some care.
The rough straws are trimmed with
their childhood. Made of washable
pennant with a percentage of .575 sembled in the little chapel a most
sim
ginghams and chambrayB, more or ribbon or silk arranged In theMilans
Oklahoma City finished seventh distinguished company. In the pewa
and
less ruffled and embroidered, they plest of drapes and rosettes.
a percentage of .480.
reserved for the relatives of the conwith
a
constituted a part of every girl's are finished with velvet ribbon as
Danville won the Vir- tracting parties were Mr. and Mrs.
Last
year
of
or
those
canvas
hats
and
the
or
rule
of
two
assortment
An
wardrobe.
ginia league, pennant and Petersburg Ogden Mills, the earl and countess Of
three did service for a summer, were smoothly woven straw are finished
band of
Mrs.
and
finished last This season conditions Granard,. Ambassador
consigned to the tub when soiled and with a plain fold of silk or
crown ana
the
at
about
narrow
tha
ribbon
with
Mrs.
Petersburg
Mr.
are
from
Whltelaw
fresh,
and
their
reversed,
Reid
and
laundering
merging
a rosette of fancy silk or straw braid
and Danville in the cellar.
the
White.
bride
entered
The
delightful and as good as new.
top
Henry
But for some reason, or lack of rea- at the side. A pretty quill or two is
the difference oi ne game cbapel on the arm of her stepfather.
Only
added.
son, people of the towns and cities often
lost separated Springfield and Bridge- As maid of honor she was attended
In all of these hats the crowns are
gradually discarded the sunbonnet and
port at the close of the Connecticut by her sister, Miss Barbara Ruther
substituted fnr it straw hats, more or large enough to fit quite comfortable
season. Springfield landed the furd. William O'B. Iselin"of New
all
Brims
on
head.
droop
the
nearly
has
league
favor
less practical.
Recently
York acted as best man.
muslin, with Bridgeport second.
started back to the washable article even though there be an upward roll
They are kept
The Louisville team will make a
and as a compromise the washable toward the brim-edgwhich
hat has been steadily, growing in on the head by an elastic band
area barnstorming trjp jthis Jail.
passes under the hair.
popularity.
After playing In Philadelphia, New
DETROIT CONFERENCE.
or
trimmings
for
Flowers
any fragile
In the meantime chlldrens' hats
the
Colonels
will
and
York
Brooklyn,
Mich., Sept 20. The annual
Flint,
on
hats.
such
of
Only
place
dallv wear are made of a number of are out
leave for the' Pacific coast, where session of the Detroit conference of
durable straws in the lovely natural the aim nles t and most durable of
Episcopal church
they play ten games before leaving the yMethodist
straw colors, In white and In all decorations are to be considered. Ex
with
for Japan.
very cellent examples of such millinery are
The
colors.
opened here today with Bishop Hen
glace pictured here, but (with apologies to
Rood reasons, are the rough
derson of Chattanooga ; presiding.
atrawa in natural color. These stand milliners and to manufacturers), they
for- Many changes In the ministerial ascan
woman
never
a
One
thing
not
do
equal the dear,
wear uu
a vast amount or finnffffno1
are expected this year,
In adaptation to tbelr use
.tr ).
f
This pretty dress la of white cotton give in her husband is to forget the signment
nor even in ofmrm. Nevertheless they roile.
uorm i
ivi ii tin a tor uiw
started announcement of which will be made
color
of
The
her
la
skirt
hat
the
ODen
at
slashed
they
day
the side over a panel of hand em- on their honeymooi .
willing to pay the price, the coarse are attractive and good.
the first of the week.
broidery, and the edges of the aktrt
.
.
are finished with band embroidered
'
scallops and dots.
.The bretelles, which cross, and the
,
cuffs are embroidered to correspond
?V
with the skirt. The little chemisette
Is tucked and trimmed with lace; the
blood
6- girdle is of white ribbon.
, Contagious Blood Poison is responsible for a great many old
catarrhal
&1
skin
eruptions,
troubles, such as scrofulous affections,
Stylish Coat Set.
no such thing
. The right coat set on the right suit
troubles, Rheumatism, ulcerating sores, etc. There is
looks well, especially in warm weath- as ridding the system of these effects by killing the poisonous germs.
er, when it gives a fresh" touch to a Any medicine powerful enough to accomplish this would also destroy
dark linen, serge or pongee.
of the delicate linings and tissues, and wreck the constitution.
One that has the merit of being many
niH hinoti troubles is to REMOVE the cause rrom
,,,. n,.r
v- -.
Tt
:
i A C C C
stylish and quickly worked is In black llic unijr wajr i
tor
tnis purpose noimng is c4uai iu
and
and white. The collar is shawl the circulation,
makes
and
and
taint
poison,
shaped, deep at back, and the cuffs are goes into the blood, and drives out every
five inches wide.
this vital fluid pure, rich and nourishing. S. S. S. has long been known
.
The surface is closely covered with
the greatest of all blood purmers ana many Uiyuauu
removes
the
ALWAYS
r scroll design worked with white as
It
use.
its
of old blood diseases by
cotton couched with black at short In- themselves
cures these oia aisoraers, wneuici incitervals. The entire skein is used for impurity from the blood and
the blood and any medical advice free
on
Book
a
or
and
acquired.
the underlay
single tlfread for ted
v
aold
at drug stores.
toalL S.S.S. is
couching.
The edge is finished in a straight
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
buttonholing, a quarter of an Inch
deep, with a fine chain stitch worked
close to it in black, which also reinforces the purl.
J
;Vi
Coats With Hoods.
There Is no decrease in the popu
hoods on short
FOR
larity of long,
coats. They are made of the material
Itself or cf satin or silk in the same
color as the coat, but they are faced
with a vivid silk and held down by a
HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER THE
thick tassel.
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military whether men or
possesses a charm for
average feminine that makes
itself manifest In a variety of
ways. Especially Is this so In the
matter of womanly garb, a for Instance in the case of the hat hown
la the picture. Hare we have the

THE

To Help College Girl.
expeoted that college women
throughout the country will be Inter
ested in the plans of the New York
bureau of occupations that has recently been organized to bring to the
attention of the undergraduates different kinds of employment for which
they may fit themselves during; their
college career. The Woman's Educational and Industrial Union of Boston
has had such an organization for
some time under the management of
Miss Laura D. Gill. It has placed
many women In suitable positions and
helps those In uncongenial occupa.
Hons to something better.

It

"V

,

trimming a big military pompon of
exquisitely soft ostrich In black and
white placed exactly In the front of
the black hemp hat. For a full face
tha position of the pompon as shown
is much more becoming to almost any
face than 1 a broadside or back
trimming.

1

To Train Porch Vine.
Secure a child's wooden hoop. Fast
en it with strong wire, so that tt will
be In the exact middle of the porch
opening. Attach all the cords for the
vines to climb on from the hoop to
various points at the sides, top and
bottom of the porch. When well cov
ered with growing vines, the porch
will present a beautiful wall of green,
with a circular window In the center
that is most decorative Woman's
Home Companion.

That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely free
from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of any
It is administered
kind whatsoever.
v
WITHOUT HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and financially. Every organ of the body is brought into a more healthy
condition. The man's health is decidedly improved.
The Neal Treatment has been officially adopted by the
government of Australia and other state governments and
Institutes are now in operation or opening in the
Sixty-On- e
United States and foreign countries.
Literature and full information will be
furnished upon application

The Original Neal
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learn the wrong ssons as well as
the right The boy tn whose mind
1S7
is instilled the virtues of respect for
authority and respect for the flag ot
POBUSHBD BY
his country will generally become a
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO..
patriotic citizen, and the public
(iROOHPOIlATIOl
schools can render uo more valuable
of
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR service, aside from the matter
academic preparation of pupils for
the battle of everyday life, than that
of' making the flag of the nation a
glad and Welcome sight in the eyes NATION'S
DE
WILL
BIRDMEN
Entered at the Pobtofflc at East of
every boy and girl nnder their
Laa Vegua, New Mexico, for transmit,
VOTE WINTER TO TRAINING
alon through the United States Mail care. Nor would this be a difficult
IN THE SOUTH.
as second class matter.
result to accomplish were it not for
the bad example set them by their
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
u. General
elders.
Washington, Sept
DAILY BY CARRIER
the
James
of
chief
army
signal
The
Allen,
Fourth of July,
05
Per Copy
'
by the very noise and exuberance of corps, returns to Washington tomorOne Week
is Its
artificial enthusiasm, bursting out row after a month's leave of ab
One Month
66
One Year
$7.60 into a bedlam of unmeant patriotism sence, and immediately will outline
In the guise of "making hideous" one the plan of operations to be carried
DAILY BY MAIL
'Dae Year
fg.00 day aud night of the 365,. hag done out by the army aviators during the
Six Months
3.03 much to lower the standard of real winter.
He is expected to announce the
devotion to the country wnose indeWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of several foreign machines
was
and
thus
purchase
celebrated,
pendence
GROWER
' to
and to select a winter camp for the
most
the
results
be
gratifying
One Tear
$2.00
Six Months
1.00 hoped for from the 'sane Fourth," army airmen. The aviation field at
aside from saving life and limb and College Park, Md., "on the outskirts
(Cash in Advance tor Mail
property, will come from' inculcating of Washington, has beam satisfac
Subscriptions.)
itenut bj a rait, check or money into the minds of young and old alike tory in every respect since it was ac
rder. If sent otherwise we will not something of the real meaning of the cepted last spring, but army officers
De responsible for loss.
day what the flag stauu. wot, wans feel that this section of the country
Specimen copies free on application. it cost and what it has brought to all would not make a satisfactory flying
who live under its folds." But even zone during cold and windy weather.
JlUL wriSKS DISCONTINUED
AT
A number of sites are under consid
this is not enough, as admirable as
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR.
in the southern states. It is
eration
it Is. No one-dasufwill
patriotism
fice to offset the drain "of 364 other highly probable that Georgia or Flor
aaTeruaers are guaranteed the days which are not kep in dally ida Will be selected as the winter
largeBt dally and week! circulation touch with the
Army men hope
flag not necessarily training grounds.
oi ny newspaper in Northeastern
with ostentatious displays of senti to find a field of from 400 to 600
Mexico.
ment, but through dany appeals to acres of flat or rolling land unincumthe patriotic spirit It is difficult to bered by trees or dangerous obstrucWEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1911 conceive of a better way of keeping tions for the winter's work.
Rumors have been afloat for some
the flag before the youth of the land
weeks
that General Allen was conthe
of
some such
through
operation
A UTILE LAY SliltMON
laws as the New Jersey statute re- sidering the advisability W giving
It is a matter of genuine informa- ferred to. Such reauirement.' either up the College Park field and moving
locastatutory or through the voluntary permanently to some
tion that the laws of New Jersey
or of any other state, for that mat-- action of school authorities,' is very tion which would be satisfactory in
both summer and winter. This ru
ter
require the pupils in the public general throughout the country la mor was
denied at the war departof
effectiveness.
degree
But
varying
schools to Balute
the Stars and
ment
The government has a
can
law
the
today.
hardly prescribe, within
Stripes and renew their oath of alon
lease
reasonable
the
Maryland location and
manifestations
limits,
of
legiance to it every morning. Poscould not give it up without loss of
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fact
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considerable rent. Army officers say
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had something to do
aviation
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purposes, and ic is advisflag
with this requirement, tuwugh that
everything In the
to have the camp located as
able
to
world
man
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and
every
doesn't necessarily follow. The
n
der its protection and it , jupeeiaiiy closely as possible to Washington, so
is of secondary
importance in
to every parent, t means that all officers connected with the
significant
comparison with the splendid pathe future citizens of the war department may have' the adtriotic sentiment which is the foun- no less-trepublic.
Disrespect for it is the most vantage of seeing experiments
dation of this law, u law which ought
fetes' carried on in connec
flagrant offense that can be comto be on the statute books of
every mitted
tion
with
aviation.
man
over
whom it
by any
state in the Union and rigidly
Gen. ADen is considering the purfloats
and
the
offense
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not
be
though the enforcement oi
tolerated for a moment, unde any chase of a Blerlot and a Neuhlot ma'the statute should not be difficult
The New Jersey authorities were circumstances. Certainly such an of- chine. So far the army has satisfied
itself with American
but It is
recently called on, for the first time fense cannot be passed by without admitted In aviation makes,
circles that In
condemnation
of
the
all
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good
iu history ot the stare since the law
of the times
was enacted many years ago, to act New Jersey is everlastingly In the order to kep abreast
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this
of
right
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a
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makes- as well.
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public
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it
should be said in Justice
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and will be
to the pupil, was the result of in- and every other state in the Union th camp last Monday
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by
learn a lesson therefrom and
exclusively
structions from her father, an Engafter
he; is taught to manit.
Kennedy
apply
lishman with a sadly mistaken conipulate it by Paul W. Beck, who is
ception of the obligation- - which not
an expert in handling that
considered
CATARRH
SUFFERERS
lie himself owes but which his chilmake of biplane. Captain Beck has
dren owe to the country that is their
used a Curtiss ever since he was as
tome, the source of their livelihood. If You Don't Know About Hyomef Try
to duty with the aviation wing
signed
G.
E.
at
Risk
Murphey's
It the father was an ignorant foreignof
and has been highly sucthe
army,
Nearly every reader of The Optfc
er his attitude might be pardoned,
all
his flights until last
cessful
in
has
read
;
about
HYOMEI, but many
but there Is no excuse for a subject
when the plane ibecame enof George V instructing his children of them continue to suffer from ca- week,
tangled in a morass on. Its return
te withhold from the flag the cour tarrh Just because they do not exact- from
Annapolis. The machine was
understand
HYOMEI
what
ly
Just
is.
tesy or a salute, nor can this one
but he hopes to. have it in
injured,
To these sufferer B. & Murphey
man's action be regarded as a reflec- a few days.
in.
air
the
have
don't
to
know
says
you
uuu upon me cneenui suDnussion to
anything
new
Curtisi machine makes
The
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the authority of the country In which about HYOMEI except
owner of six high
the
government
it"
.
breathe
and
it
that
does not conthey live which is generally accorded
The
class
stock, consists of
biplanes.
the tain cocaine or opium or any harm
'by Englishmen
throughout
Curtiss. and. Wright-Burges- s
Wright,
ful
drug.
I'lii",'
world, despite the fact that they are
You can find out all about HYOMEI planes. As these are the leading
the most tenacious of all orefgne
makes and their intricacies
la their allegiance to the sovereign without taking any chances whatev- American
have been thoroughly mastered by
er. Just get 'an outfit
or the mother country.
today, read
is considered
The New Jersey incident, however. the simple instructipnsglve it a fair the army officers, it
invade- the foreign marto
necessary
trial
and
then
if you are not witling
Is only an Isolated instance of faulty
kets and purchase foreign made
judgment Every rman who makes to say that it is the best, remedy for
the army may have
America his home, even though he catarrh you have ever . used. , E. G. planes, so that
the
advantage ot all the latest
mi ay cherish a desire to return to his Murphey will
gladly return your
,
in the craft
wrinkles
native land in the future, owes to the money.
There are six commissioned officers
A complete HYOMEI outfit costs
country while he stays here alleand 19 enlisted men staitionea at
giance and to its flag he owes respect but $1.00. Extra bottles 50 cents.
College Park permanently. When
and courtesy. If the flag is not good
are available the
enougjh JToii him and jhla cMldren
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound more machines
s
to salute it is not good enough to Still retains Its high place as the best number will be augmented. As.
household
toward
more
all
for
generous
becomes
remedy
coughs and
Tvave over them and protect them
colds, either for , children or grown aviation
work, stations will be
and the sooner it stops waving
persons. Prevents serious results from
such residents the better. .
a cold. Take only the genuine Foley's opened at other army posts.
But it will be unwise to visit al Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse
While the College Park camp will
the condemnation upon the foreign- substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red sflways be headyiarteib Wr fcnny
ers who fall to respect, so long as Cross Drug Co.
aeronautics it la the desire of (Senr
'
there are so many American-borAllen to brancn out in all secDiarrhoea is always more or less eral
citizens who furnish them the sinister
tions
of the country and teach as
prevalent during September. Be preexample of an unpatriotic attitude pared for It Chamberlain's Colic, many officers and men as possible to
toward the national authority and Its Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is manipulate machines. '
risible emblem. Every Community prompt and effectual it can always The war department receives daily
depended upon and is pleasant to
contains citizens who make the New be
requests from officers and men to be
take. For sale by all druggists,
Revorecalcitrant
look like a
Jersey
ach and liver and enable them to per- - assigned to the aviation wing of the
lutionary hero in comparison, and
army. Virtually all of these requests
the big cities teem with such citizens
Fever and Summer Golds are "turned down." The officers rewho arfe even more undesirable for Hay
quests are turned down because
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
persisting in theit attitude despite
there are not enough machines- to go
ANt WE RECOMMEND
the fact of their American nativity.
around.
Every defiance of authority, every Foley's Honey
attempt to override the laws of city,
.state and nation, every revolt against
Compound
DETROIT CONFERENCE.
the exercise of the supervision which For
Flint, Mich, Sept 20. The annual
and
definite
results.
quick
is essential to the preservation of For MEASLES'
COUGH, for the COUGH session of the Detroit conference of
.7 peace and order, is to that extent anthat follows SCARLET FEVER, for the jMethodist ' Episcopal church
archy and therefore the very essence CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, for opened here today with Bishop HenASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of unpatrlotism.
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC derson of Chattaniooga . presiding.
iNot the least deplorable result of COUGHS of ELDERLY
PEOPLE, use Many changes in the ministerial asthin- conduct on the part of unpa-- ' Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound signments are expected; ls year,
triofle citizens is the baneful effect
O. U. BCHAfcr fiK ,
announcement of, which will be made
Red Cross Drug Co, .j
t
ivpon the rising generation, quick to
the first of the week. '
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prise our friends and dumfound our
enemies. No house has in a generation achieved so much constructive
legislation of such a beneficial character ifx so short a time, notwithstanding the fact that we had been
Sneered at for years as being a party of mere negation and utterly destitute of constructive statesmanship.
That sneer is now frozen on the
faces of the sneerers. That gibe disturbs nobody any more.
"The great battle of 1912, must be
fought on the splendid record of the
democrats in this congress upon
that record we can win not, only
n6ct year, but for years to come."
THE DOCTOR'S
Much

QUESTION

Sickness Due to Bowel
Disorders

A doctor's first question when consulted by a patient is, "Are your bowels regular?" He knows that ninety-eigper cent of illness Is attended
with Inactive bowels and torpid llv-- J
er, and that this condition must be
removed gfentl 'and thoroughly be
fore health can be restored.
Rexall Orderlies are a postive, pleasant and safe remedy for constipation
and bowel disorders In general. We
are so certain of their great curative
value that we promise to return the
purchaser's money In every case when
they fail to produce entire satisfac
tion.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten Ike can
dy, they act quietly, and Save a
soothing, strengthening, healing-inflence on the entire intestinal tract
They do not purge, gripe, cause nau
sea, flatulence, excessive looseness,
diarrhoea or other annoying effects.
They are especially good for children,
weak, persons or oM folks. Three
szles, 50c, 25a and lOcv Sold only at
our store The Rexa! Store. E. G.
Murphey. '
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ERFURTJ WEDDING.
Paris, Sept 20. Ih: the private
ehapel of Mrs. William! K. Vaader- MILLS-RUT-

H

bilt's chateau at Deauville, in one
of the most picturesque spots to be
found in all Normandy, Miss Margaret Rutherfurd, daughter of Mrs.
VanderMlt by a. prevlou' marrtatre,
was wedded today to Mr:' Ogden Livingston Mills, oply son oC Mr. and
Mrs. Ogden Mills of iNew York. Although the wedding was considered
more private than public,, there assembled in the little chapel' a most
distinguished company. In the pews
reserved for the relatives of ' the contracting parties were Mr.- and Mrs.
Ogden Milfe, the earl and countess of
ctnd
Mrs.
Ambassador
Granard,
Whitelaw Reld and Mr. and Mm
Henry White! The bride entered the
cbapel on the .arm of her stepfather.
As maid of honor she wae attended
by her sister. Miss Barbara Rutherfurd: ' William O'B. Iselitt: of New
York actedl as best man.
I
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NEW YORK METAL
York, Sept. 20. Copper eptt
ll.3l12.0d: kad dull 4.450 4.5.::
New

3

silver 52U.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
Market
St. Louis, Sept 20. Wool
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
meew York.
Sept 20. Announce steady; territory and western 17fi
St.
Louis,
Sept. 2i. Lead guiei
fine mediums
ment that the federal government diums
firm 3.83.
4.37'i:
spelter
19;
fine
would permit the International Har1115. .',,,, ...
vester company to adopt itself to the
3ewar of Ointments for Catarrh that
requirements of the Sherman law.
Contain Mercury
.
STOCK.
KANSAS
without bringing suit for Its dissoluCITY. LIVE
us mercury will gurely destroy the
Kansas Citj:, Sept 20. Cattle Re sc use or ameU and completely derange
tion, effected a marked change in
when entering it
sentiment and the market became ceipts 11,000, including 100 south- ibi ahoic"if iiiurou surfaces. Such
stronger after a heavy pronounced erns. Market steady to eak. Na- article sl.'inlrl
nrver be used
weakness early in the session. Heavy tive steers .;.$5.OO8.O0;n,i southern nn nres r:.i linn non reputable except
'& '!!
selling of United States Steel and the steers $4.O06.,7); , southern cows
.Ijintse they will do Is
i tie
cows tn folrt
native
o"l you can possibly
and
iciumu-o- i
heifers
2.7.4.50;1
commerce
luiersuue
Mall's Catarrh
commission to suspend the Minnesota and heifers $2.7507.00,) stockers and de;:ve frcm thrm.
Cum, uiatuiiautitt ed hy P. J. Cheney
freight rates at the request of east- feeders $3.406.00; bulls $3.00(5 & Co., Toledo. O.. citiiMlnB no
merern railroads were the most depress- 4.50; calves $4. 508. 00; western cury, anil is inUfu internally,
acting
ing factors in the early decline. Re- steers $4.757.50; western cows directly upon t!if b'oo.l and mucous
In buying
surfaces of itn- ay stem.
.
coveries during the second hour were $2.754.75.
Hall's Catarrh Cure he sure you get
Market
12,000.
and
of
Hogs Receipts
general,
the standard
most,
I' is taken Internally
the
railroad stocks sold a trifle above steady to 5 cents lower. Bulk of sales and genuine.
mil da in Tolfi'n. Ohio, by F. J.
heavy
yesterday's closing. Steel got back $6.656.80;
$6.706.83; Cheney & Co. Tt stimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price. 73c per
to 64, or within
of yesterday's packers and butchers $6.656.85;
bottle.
final price. International Harvester lights $6.656.85. ,
Take Hall's Family Ti'ls for ConstiMarket
also made up virtually all of its los
Sheep Receipts 12,000.
pation.
Muttons $3.00
ses. Bodns were easy.
steady to strong.
The market closed firm. United 4.00; lambs $4.506.00; range wethThe devil isn't always as black as
States steel fives went down 3& to ers and yearlings $3.254.50; rans?e he is painted, nor is a woman always
ewes $2.503.75.
100, with wide gaps between transac
as pink.
tions before the support became ef
fective enough to check the demorali
""
"""EC
zation in the United States Steel se
curities.
Circumstantial reports were cir
culated that wages in the steel trade
would be cut. Fears of government
of various "industrial
prosecutions
TAILOR FOR MEN
combination were reflected In the
widespread weakness In this class
of stocks. Rallies of a point or
Everything Made at Home. Stylish and Up-to-dmore were made In many issues be
before the session ended.
Bring: in Your Cleaning and Pressing
A malgamated
53 4
Copper
American Beet Sugar
..115
Atchison
102
603 LINCOLN
WILL DOLL BUILDING
Great Northern, pfd.'
123
New York Central
101
Northern Pacific
114
Reading
.28
107
Southern Pacific ......
Union Pacific . .... ............158
ZfiOO lbs. or More, Each Delivery
20c per 10f lbs.
63
United' States Steel
.1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs,' Each Delivery
25c per 100 lbs,
United' States Steel, pfd. . ,,..110
200 lb, to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
30c per 100 lbs.
60 I be. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
40c per 100 lb.
Loss Than BO lbs., Each Delivery
50c
per 100 lbs.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
20.
The
Chicago, Sept.
principal
A
reason for weakness" in the wheat
market today was, that owing t imHarvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
proved prospects, new wheat was
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
to
arrive freely ,fronr the
continuingFamous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
interior both 'of Germany and France.
'here
was
The opening
to
cent lower with December at 9SfVs
cents to 95, a loss
tnftYrbl 7reathr mate corn ay.
December opened
off at 63
... ..
...
Oats swung down as' a result of
ANGOLA
Al UVM
ALTMORE
Sizes to 18,'ilN.
sympathy with other grsin., DecemRANSLEY
Sizes H to I8!4In.
Front Hi In.
s.ZESlZTolQ'il
1A
ber started
cheaper at 45
Sizes 12 to Id In. it Front 2Mh.
Back I&In.
FrcwtIXIn.
Back U l.
BoCKllilKk.
Front2HIn.
cents.
BACK IftlN.
Provisions had a somewhat bearish
Victor Brand Waterproof Collars and Cuffs; Llthoid Brand Water-proo- f
tone in harmony with conditions at
Collars and Cuffs; National Brand Waterproof ' Collars
the yards. First sales were 5 cents
Cuffs. AM styles.
cents up, January at
lower to 2
Las Vegas,
Distributors
to
for pork: $8.858.87
$15.02
N. M.
for lard and $7.95 for ribs.
$8.87
De64'
The close was easy at
for
cember.
The close was steady with Teeenv
"
ber 95.
Wheat, Sept 92; Dee.--. 95.
Corn, 67 : Dec. 64.
as
Oats, Sept. 43;" Dec. 45.
.
Porn, Jan. $15.10,
99:
Lard, Sept $9.25; Jan. $8.87
Ribs, Oct. $8.45; Jan. $T.97. '
physi-i-Imi-

ie

-

.

.

CHAS. LEWIS

ate

.........

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PUR

COMPANY

of".

11

...

Animas

Trinidad-L-

County Fair

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
Chicago, Sept 20. Cattle Receipts

'

coo-gres-

yearlings $3.1034.65;
$4.0036.15; westers

1720;'

,

.

1911

TODAY'S MARKETS
DEMOCRATIC VICTORY

READY FOR

kiern

SEPTEMBER 20,

CLARK PilECICTS

AVIATORS

y

WEDNESDAY.

Market steady to 10 cents
Beeves $4.808.1; Texas
steers $4.506.35; western steers
and feeders
$4.25 7. 00; stockers
$3.155.80; cows and' heifers $2.2!)
6.30; calves $6.00fl.50.
Market
23,000.
Hogs Receipts
steady to shade lower, tights- $570
7.20; mixed $6. 55 7. 20 heavy
$6.507.20; rough $.506.70;( goed
to choice heavy $&707. 10;: pigs
f4. 25
.75; bulk of sales $6.75
20,000.

It is Criminal
to Neglect the
Skin and Hair
THINK

of

lower.

Trinidad,

26-2- 9,

Tickets on sale September 25, 26, 27,

Final return limit September 30thi

-

the suffering

Cole Sept.

Fare for the round trip

.

19il

1911.

1911. ;

.

$6.30

by neglected skin 7.05.
D.
Ironbles - mental because, SheepReceipts
Batchelor, Agent
40,00. Market
10'
bet
cenis
Native
Jower;.
of disfiguration, physical
steady
cause of pain. Think of the $2.25.30; western $2.504.25; S32
pleasure of a clear skin, soft,
white hands, and good hair.
These blessings, so. essential
"The Most Up'Tofiak House In Town."
to happiness, and even success in life, are often only a
.
Brothers;-Samatter of a little thoughtful
care in the selection of effe'e- -'
the Word We Want
tive remedial agents. Cuti-cu- ra
on Everybody's Mind-;-c- n
Soap and Cuticura OintEverybody's Lips and
on
,
L,
ment do so much for poor
Back Who Wears our Cloth
Everybody's
es
re d, rough
complexions,
hands, and dry, thin and
Clothes
falling hair,' and post so
Ladies' Suits $17.50 to $40.00
little, that it is ahnost" criminal not to use them.
Boy's Suits $2,50 to $8.00
Men's Suits $ 10,00 to $35.00 Although Cuticura Soap and Oint-

L

.

Bacharach

i'-v--

Bacharach's

-

ment are sold by druggists and dealers
everywhere, a postal , to "Cuticura,"
Dept. B, Boston,- will secure a liberal
booklet
sample of each, .with
on Skju and Scalp Treatment.
33-pa-

-

Must Satisfy

Bacharachs and Their ClothesV1' 0PPite CasUneda Hotel
,

,

;

Q

s.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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IN

SUFFRAGE

HOOK

Ven-tcna-

Sat-urda-

;

.

'

COUNTY

SHOWS

,

LOSS

OUR CHINA

PICKARD or LENOX

TAUPERT

$52,-175-

Rms

4;

phono-graphsan- d

,

BELIEVE

PLAY BALL

ON

WOMEN

T.

V1LLW.

EX-MAnn-

.

Sam Maniiausan, of Shoemaker,
was in Las Vegas yesterday on business.
The man who does the
Charles Spader came in from his
weighing, the measuring
home
in Bernalillo last night on outthe man who knows how
ness.
'and why the man on
A: ' 3. Mitchell arrived last
night
whom everything depends.
from
his home in El Paso on a busiOur responsibility Is never
'
V:
....
ness trip,
lost sight of for a moment
Robert J. Taupert drove to Wagon
in prescription filling. Every
Mound this morning to attend the
our
prescription leaving
f rljole1 feast and the barbecue.
store is faultless from any
Arthur ' Ufeld' went to Wagon
standpoint that you may
Mound' this morning to enjoy the
take. You may feel safe
bean feast this noon at the Mora
and sure if we fill your
'
.
county fair. prescription.
Clarence
J. Roberts is exJudge
pected to arrive tomorrow morning
from his home In Raton for the purWINTERS DRUG GO.
pose of transacting court bousiness.
Mr. and - Mm S. M. iBowen and
Phone Maiu 3
children, left this afternoon for
Omaha, Neb., where they will spend
six weeks visiting relatives
and
friends.
Territorial Good Roads Engineer J.
II. Meriwether- - arrived
last night
from a trip In the east and will leave
tomorrow for Socorro to look after
some road work.
A
Mr. and Mrs. George King drove In
from their home at Watrous this
morning to purchase) supplies. They
will spend several days in the city
visiting friends.
Will Springer
and a party of
friends drove In Mr. Springer's tour.ASSESSABLE
PROPERTY THIS
ing car to Wagon Mound this mornYEAR IS $862,077 BEHIND
ing to partake of the famous Mora
'THAT OF 1910
county baked beans.
D. Winternitz left this afternoon
for
Bisbee, Ariz., where he will spend
20.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
Lincoln
From
county shows a loss In Its assessment two weeks visiting: friends.
this year according to the tax roll Bishee Mr. Winternitz Vill go to
received by Traveling Auditor John California where he will spend the
Joerns. The assessment for 1910 was winter.
L. L. Burgess of the Lovell manu$2,197,587 and for 1911 $1,935,510. The
net loss is therefore $262,077. Among facturing' company at Erie,' Pa., was
the items of decrease are notably in Las Vegas today visiting the local trade. He arrived last night from
agricultural lands, $23,749; .. improve
ments, $33,050; city lots improve- the east and will leave tonight for
i
ments $113,205; coal lands, $32,400; Albuquerque.
Miss Barber, who has been the
;
mineral lands, $31,056; cattle,
of Mrs. W. J. Lucas during the
sheep, $76,685; goats, $11,660; guest
went to Wagon Mound for a
summer,
merchandise, $12,782. The Increase
visit with Miss Fenton.
Jew
days'
is seen in grazing lands, $29,204; im
will return to Las Vegas early
She
provements on same, $25,618; city or
town lots, $12,426; mines, surface next week.
A.. H. Curry representative
of the
Improvements, $19,550.
W. G, Walz company, western agents
For the Treasury
Territorial Treasurer. M. A. Otero for the Victor and Edison
supplies, was In Las
has, received the sum of $408.01 from
today
Vegas
calling on Will Rosen- James A. Baird, treasurer of Otero thai who
is the local axent for both
these machines.
''' Land Entries
The following are the land entries
at the Santa Fe land office: William
R. Newberry, Willard; John S. Matthews, Cerro; Francisco Trujillo y
Padilla, Trementiria; Apolonio Abey-tia- ,
Wagon Mound; Jose Garcia y
Baca, Trementina;
Joseph Keapol,
Mountainair; Matilda L.' La Bounty,
Willard; George F. Meek; Moriarty;
'.
,
Margaret Briggs, Willard; Epifanio
Ulibarri, Tterra Amarilla; Margaret
Blattman, Wagon Mound.

LINCOLN

FIVE

20, 1911

banish the saloons had bees- - far less came a representatives of, over, 200
successful than in other states.
temperance Indians.
U.
C.
nS
This morning at 10 o'clock the
Mrs. Katherlne B. Patterson maie
the response, which was, eloquent first business session of the convenand vigorous enough to overcome the tion was held at the Methodist church
ON
arguments of the three men, had they where all the meetings will occur.
afternoon,
all denounced woman's suffrage. Tak- After the opening speech of the presl.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Burt and famiing issue with. Dr. Roberts' views dent, Mrs. Nutter, the regular order
ly, have returned from a visit la
concerning women and voting Mrs. of business was taken up. The afCaney, Kan.
Patterson defended suffrage for wo- ternoon meeting began at 2 o'clock
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sea went
men. She failed to agree with Dr. at which the heads of the different
to Trinidad last nignc to look after
Roberts la his views regarding wo departments of the union gave their
STATEMENT
some business affairs.
GAMES WITH TAKE ISSUE WITH
TEAM ARRANGES
men In politics and their effect on reports and short talks on subJose Darlo Gutierrez came In this
DO
NT
VOTES, FOR WOMEN
FOR' FRIDAY,
ALBUQUERQUE
the
s
temperance movement. If one jects of Interest
morning from his home In Las
'
HELP CAUSE
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
Is to judge from the remarks that
to dispose of his wooL
Tonight the program will be espe
liassed last night he would come to cially Interesting. The president of
W. H. Smythe, one of the terriDespite the had weather of lait the conclusion that most of the dele- the New Mexico Union will make her
torial good roads engineers, left this
Albuquerque Is strengthening for
afternoon for Tucumcarl where be the games with the disbanded Ma- night a good'slsed crowd of entbu- gates would like to vote. The music annual address and the medal con
U,
T.
siastio supporters of the W. C.
of the evening, which was congrega- test open to local talent will take
has work In progress on a road. roons, which will occur Friday,
church tional, was led by Rev. J. W. Rose,
Miss Fine, who has been the guest
place, after which the prize will be
and Sunday. The local team went to the First Methodist
the delegates to the and the program was interspersed presented. Tomorrow morning the
of Mrs. E. F. Etley for several days, was disbanded formally and the play to welcome
returned this! afternoon to her home ers paid off last Sunday evening, so opening session of the state conven with occasional hymns.
election of offlcera will occur after
Three or
in Kansas City.
that defeat or victory in the Duke tion of the organization.orators and Two other speeches of the evening which the state superintendents will
were an address of welcome for the be elected and the committees ap
Mr. and Mrs. James Purcell
of City will have no effect on the Las Vegas' prominent
Lai Vegas union and a short but pointed. The final meeting of the
Ratn jarrlved yesterday afternoon standing of the former Las Vegas citizens made addressee C.ofT.welcome
U. and spirited talk by Miss Clara True.
for a visit with relatives In Las Vegas Maroons, who now term themselves to jthe ladies of the W.
convention will be held tomorrow
but owing to the illness of their the Peellners and are playing on several of the delegates made short This was not on the regular pro- night.
gram bat as Miss True brought a
child they returned home today.
"their own hook." The team ,will he talks in return.
number of Indians rom Santa with
presiClovis,
of
S.
Nutter
C.
Mrs.
while
best
of
Its
short some
players,
Mexico,
New
in
her who were interested in the work
,be
materially dent of the society
Albuquerque will
Some people have such a dread of
introthe
of the union, she introduced the men
and
officer
was
presiding
strengthened. At that, however, the
::0NESTEST PEOPLE IN WORLD local fans expect the former Maroons ducing of the speakers was done by to ti gathering. The Indians have taking something that doesn't belong
and succeeded to them that they won't even take a
to give the Grays a couple of defeats in- - AHr H. Rice president of the all taken; the pledge
vears. They hint.
two
That Is the Opinion Count Jacques de
13.
for
V. Long In. keeping it
Las Vegas union. Judge
during the series.
la Tour, Blanche Has of
of
the
evening.
The Albuquerque Herald says: On was the first speaker
Americans.
of the en
Friday, Saturday and Sunday of this He extended the welcome
of
Count Jacques de la Tour Blanche week the Las Vegas baseball club tire city to the visitors on behalf
S2Baaa55SSX3
-as praising in New York the hoaesty will be in ' Albuquerque for a final Mayor K. D. Goodall, who was un
;1 America.
series of three games with the Grays. able to attend. Judge Long In a
"You are, vfor all the tales about
The Maroons will disband in Albu- short talk, reviewed the work of the
political and corporate corrup-.'- r
for the season Sunday night society and gave his reason why on
n," he said, "the most honest and querque
D. Clark
who is to the part of the mayor, he was glad
Lawrence
and
Hie most honorable people in the
as
manager, to welcome the visitors of such an
world. It is to your cridit, not to your come here with the club
Meadow
often
with organization to the Meadow
to
so
the
return
adventurers
will
that
City
discredit,
IS HAND DECORATED AND BEARS THE NAME OF
('.upe you in Europe. It Isn't because the uniforms and other paraphernaPrevious to the opening address Rev.
;cur minds are Btupid that you are lia. The Maroons will be permitted to Anderson of the Methodist church
i'uped. It is fceeausa your mirtdi are keep all the money they make at the read a psalm and Dr. J. M. Grlssel,
cV.e too noble to believe such mem
As they will plav on a sixty a retired Baptist mlnUter, offered, a
rvall creatures as European adventur series.
deleand
forty per cent basis, the sixty prayer for the success of the
ere can exist.
'
KNOWN BY THE MARK
mission.
That was a typical adventurer who, per cent going to the winner It is safe gates in their
to
in
win
will
hard
of
the
millionaires:!
to
an
American
play
resecting
say that they
On behalf of the churches
Paris, congratulated her on her good
Manager Dan Padilla of the Grays city Dr. Norman Skinner of the First
fortune in making his acquaintance.
believes that he did not have, a fair Presbyterian church extended a wel" 'You knew," he said, 'I always pick
crack at the Pirates on the last trip come to the W. C. T. U. He commend
JEWELER and OPTICIAN
my friends.'
to Las Vegas. When he went into ed the way the union stuck to Us
'
snuff
"But this lady, who was up to
all
Dan
was
short
for
temperthe series,
nearly
retorted:
post throughout the fight
" 'As you would a chicken, eh, mar the good players on the club: Cor ance and conquered so many places
Dr. Skinner
nish, Lembke, Kunz, Mose Chaves, through perseverance.
Pete Hidalgo, De Blassl and Gonzales, made the statement that all profesand was obliged to pick up some not sions and trades had dispensed with'
NEW YORK MONEY
very heavy material here and in San the use of liquor and. that drunken- I
New York, Sept .20. Prime paper
Fe. With the pick of all the ball ness belonged only to politics and pota
Mexican dollars 45; call money
players in town for the coming se liticians.
50 Head of Rambouiilet arid Delaine Merino Rams"
ries, and strengthened by the return "President Frank H. H. Roberts,
of Bert Graham, who has been play of
.r"
exThese rams are specially bred for range 'purposes and by one
the Normal University,
ing in the Southern league, there Is tended a welcome on the part of
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
reason to believe that Albuquerque
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
Some men are so humble that they will take three straight from the Ma the public schools of the city and
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
the women of the
congratulated
would even ask for the core of the roons.
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
on
in
the
their work
helping
ppl of discord.
In any event the local fans will be Union
For further particulars address,
'teoaie fast basceball arJ youth of America to abstain from the
assured
.
P. Van Houten Co.
use
Dr.
Roberts
of
reviewed
liquor.
there will doubtless be big crowds
some
at
of
the
the
history
length
out to see the series.
accomplishments of the W. C. T. 0.
He made some statements that were
exceedingly interesting, but which
were not agreeable to the views
New One-piec- e
Dresses of some of the temperance women
best Serge who believe in female suffrage. Dr.
made of
x
said that to his knowledge
- i
in Roberts
and Messaline
,
the work of the union la Btates where
(incaporated)
women voted had been! a failure and
all leading shades
In other places, quoting Ohio as an
Ladies', Misses and example, their success was almost
and Coloand Dealer In
Children's Coats and complete. In .Wyomingthe states
. .
.
.
,
with
rado, which represent
WOOL,
Suits
to
woman's suffrage the. i' attempts
Jefferson Reynolds left this afternoon for a short business trip ' to
'
"
Denver.:
Rev. Father Gilberton
and Rev.
Father Rivera wen to Watrous this
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Eminent Bishop to Lecture in Las Vegas
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Plain and Changeable
Messaline Satins in all
colors
.

,
J

'

...

Belding's Yard-wid- e
Guaranteed Sptin
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Hats
'
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VEHICLES--&-

BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

Street

Ready-to-we- ar

;

Estimates Famished on All Kinds of
Building ob Work a Specialty.
Opposite Optlo
Phone Main 336.

SEVEN HOUSES

.t.i

and BUILDER
,

.;

S

East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M,

I ..

Corona, N.

.,

Rowe, N. M.,'Pecos,

M-- ,

,

H. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

Gome and see the new things
whether you wish to

BASEBALL

TODAY'S

& GO.

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

:

,

Satin

WHOLESALE

.

THE BOXERS

Big Jin Stewart, the New York
heavyweight, is going to make an
other try at the game this winter.
Pennsylvania boxing fans hope to
have a boxing commission something
after the pattern of that in New
York.
Rudie Unholz claims he got the
worst of the decision in his recent
,(bout with "Charley Daltont at fLios
Angeles.

GROSS, St ELL Y

the

,

A

Western League
Sioux City, Sept. 20. Pueblo
Sioux City 4.r
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Surplus

Capital Paid in

'

Hoffman &
Graubarth

$100,000.00

v

Scry

(

Jvvvu
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N

Sfc

$50,000.00

Phone Main 104

rSHSPSIA
and Diseases cf
Stomach a.r.d Ir.testiives
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M. CUNNINGHAM, Prealdent
FRANK 5PRIN0ER, Vlca Prealdent

J.

tKe

may be speedily relieved and In a
short time entirely w ..loved by a
remedy,
safcHiici absolutely hart-lepro
recora mended by the
fession of huropo.

f

FRIENDS

ss

Mia.iaiffcfr
l to
as thin remedy is rii ::cd. is fr'r1iic
ns the Ik.... nail miot
the American public
treatment in H cnfc ofwc.ik
and Impaired diieliu, Indira l d by

w.J
te

pains la atomach, headache, acidity,
general
dizziness, constipation,to colic,
certain foods,
depression, aversion flatulence,
stomach
dyspepsia.diarrhcea,
ihi. tc. is
Stomal!
prepared by San dc Carina,
a physician, surgeon anil pluirmaceutist.
of hishest standing in Kiirope.
MirJWDOtiKtn. Stomalixisnptamere
stimulant. maUinsr the pa Hent tne ic urn
'

fT"1"' '"

.
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L

rf..

,ir
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work without
alt DruaaMi.
& CC ,

E. FOUCERA '
Hw York.
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CITIZENS
over with him the stirring scenes of
his eventful and troubled career. One
We arc located at 523
can almost hear th clanking of the
chains ag he is led away to the galSixth Street.
leys and the death scene Is most imWe want your business
pressive. Bishop Quayle's wonderful
command of language, dramatic abiland will SUIT you or
ity and commanding intellectuality
"bust
a hame-strintryinever fail to hold the closest atten;
ng-.
tion, and the audleuce is frequently
mdved from laughter to tears by his
Let us hear from you.
humor and pathos. The ladles of the
Las Vegas hospital board have been
The Parisian Dry Cleaners
fortunate la securing his services,
and have only been able to do this
because he is to pass through the city
on his way to Albuquerque, where lie
is to preside at .the annual meeting
Many.'a woman's longevity is due to
of' the New Mexico English mission heir feaS that her usband. might
of the Methodist church.
second time..
marry

LAS VEGAS

Interest Paid

NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
Bishop William A. Quayle, who Is
to lecture at the opera house next
Wednesday evening, is ho doubt the
foremost pulpit and platform orator
in America.' He Is also a writer of
distinction, , having written a large
number of ''books, which rank as real
lirature Juad belohg to the Belles
Letters series published by some of
most , prominent j publishing
the
houses. He la almost equally prominent as an author and lecturer, and
no one Is his equal in the large number of subjects which he handles wwn
greatest 'ease,1 whether with the pen
platform. His lecture on
Jean Valjean is one of his best and
no ono can listen to this without seeing in his imagination the hero of
Victor. Hugo's masterpiece and living

T. H0SKIN5. Cashier

cm

Time Deposits

MIND

YOUR. SAVINGS

"Take care of the pennies and the dollars willjtake
care of themselves" is just as trite now asJever.IiBYcm
can't ' 'mind your savings" by tucking them away injsome
obscure corner. What is needed is

g"

IW

LA

A SAVINGS BANK
like this one. It's at your disposal to deposit either'dimes
or dollars. The savings habit leads on and'up to the pal- is
ace of wealthdom. .(The habit growsjandlthe'sensation
a pleasing one.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

i

tlx

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

Estray Advertisement
Notice ii hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Fred Valdes, Cimarron, N. M.
One bay colt, 700 lbs, 14
1
hands.
Branded
I 1
f
On left shoulder
baia animal being unknown to ui
Board, unless claimed by owner on r
before Oct. 5, 1911. said date being 10
a aye after last appearance of this advertisement, aald estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

SEPTEMBER 20,

1911

PRIMARY
REPUBLICAN
, Estray Advertlssment
Notice la hereby given to whom It
A primary f the republican voters'
may concern that the following de- of . Precinct ? . 2) of Saa Miguel
scribed estray animal was taken up by county, New i. i ico, is hereby called
John W. Dovldhizar, East Las Vegas, to meet at the City Hall in the City
N. M.
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, at 8 o'One sorrel horse, 8 years clock in the
evening of Friday, Sepyears old, 550 lbs., four foot four in
tember 22nd, 1911, the object of said
.
ches high.
primary being to elect twenty-fiv- e
Branded .
p.
I
to the republican
On left hip
(25) delegates
Said animal being unknown to mis county convention of San Miguel
Board, unless claimed by owner on or county which will be held at the
uwoeor when found.
before Oct. 6, 1911, said date being 10 court house of said county for the
i:ATTL13 8ANITART BOARD.
days after last appearance of this ad- purpose of selecting delegates to the
Albuquerque, N. M.
vertisement, said estray will be sold republican territorial convention.
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25, '11
ty this Board for the benefit of the The said primary will also transact
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED AD V Eft- owner when found.
any other- - business proper to come
Advertisement
Estray
TISEMENT8
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
,
before it.
Notice U hereby given to whom it
Five csnts per line each Insertion. may concern that the following
All republican voters of said pre
Albuquerque, N. M.
estimate alx ordinary word to
estray antmal waa taken up by 1st pub. Sept. 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11 clnct are earnestly urged to be pres
Una. No ad to occupy less apace than Chas. W. Bennett. Moriarty. N. M.
ent. ,
One stallion horse, cream
w linos. All advartlaamanta charg
Estray Advertisement
By order of the committee,
colored. 3 to 5 years, 500 lbs., 12
ed will be booked at apaco actually hands
Notice is nercby given to whom it
J. S. DUNCAN, Chairman
et. without regard to numbor of
Branded
may conoern that the flowing a
Qf
"
SV scribed estray animal was taken up by
On rieht shoulder
wordi. Caih In advance preferred.
Branded
W. P. Blevlns, Lincoln, N. M.
On left hip
One black horse, 16 years,
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
ban! aninial belli unknown to m it 725
lbs.,
Hoard, unless claimed by owner ou or
Branded
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10
On left hip
rtaya after last appearance o this ad
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to tnis
the week ending September 15, 1911:
by this Board for the benefit of fhe
on
or
owner
Board, unless olaimed by
w ner when
found.
Miss Delfina Gallegos; M. V. Hood
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Frank Kelly; Alejandro R. Lo(2);
adtni
of
last
after
appearance
days
Albuquerque, N. M.
J. M. Moore- - Francisco Martipez;
sold
1st pub. Sept. 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11 vertisement said estray will be
Id.
Marclal
nez;
.'he
of
Vigil.
Main
benefit
Number.
Hhe
for
Optic's
by this Board
Letters and cards held for postage
Estray Advertisement
owner wben found.
Notice la hereby given to whom It
and better directions:
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de
N .J.
Merrit;t and Co., Camden,
N.
Albuquerque,
taken up by
WANTED
Girl for general house-- scribed estray animal was
James
N.
O.
'11
M.;
Landara,
Parks,
25,
Nabor Padllla, Bell, N. M.
pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept.
work. 322 Grand avenue.
Mrs. Willard Renolds, Box 424,
One light red white fact
N ,M.; Mrs. J. D. Skaggs,
cow, 6 or 7 years old, 800 lbs., 50
Estray Advertisement
Inches.
..
Notice is hereby given to whom it Riverton, Wyo.
,
On left hip
with husband or eon, for ; general
When calling for the above please
concern that, the following demay
Branded
housework, out of town. Call 821
scribed estray animal was taken up by ask for "Advertised Letters."
i Kleventh street.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
Perfeto Salas, Santa Rosa, N. M.
Ear mark
One black horse, 7 or 8
WANTED TO RENT A furnished
oaia animal Deing unknown to una years. 710 lbs., 5 hands.
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Branded
house, or four furnished rooms, for Board, unless claimed by owner on jr
In the District Court, County of
shoulder
On
left
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10
housekeeping, must be modern and days after last
San' Miguel, September, 18, 1911..
appearance of this adBranded
reasonable; by permanent, reliable vertisement, Baid estray will be sold
McMahan
Margaret
On left hip
renter; cot health seekers. Ad- by this Board for the benefit of the
No. 7333
vs
owner'when found.
dress L. M. K., care Optic.
Said ammal Being unknown to im
B. McMahan.
Benjamin
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
fiaai d, unless claimed by owner on or
The said defendant, Benjamin B.
N. M.
Albuquerque,
10
WANTED
board
at
or
start,
Pay
1st pub. Sept, 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11 before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being ad McMahan is hereby notified that a
learn trade, automobiles, electricity,
days after last appearance of this
suit In Divorce has been commenced
vertisement, said estray will be sold
actual
plumbing, bricklaying by
against you in the District Court for
Advertisement
Estray
the
of
benefit
work on Jobs. Only few months r
by this Board for the
the County of .San Miguel, Territroy
Notice is hereby given to whom it owner when found.
quired and no apprentice drudgery;
New Mexico, by said plaintiff,
of
deconcern
may
the
that
following
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
J00 students . last year. Catalogue
wherein she
McMahan,
Margaret
waa taken up by
Albuquerque. N. M.
free. United Trade School, Los scribed estray animal
of the court she
decree
that
prays
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
by
'11
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25,
Angeles, California.
One small bay horse.
may be granted an absolute divorce
Branded
from
the said defendant on the
Estray Advertisement
On left shoulder
of cruel and inhuman treat
it
grounds
to
whom
is
Notice
hereby given
Branded
that her forment
and
I
On left hip
may concern tnat tae roiwwms
J -a i
UiT PAT17 Trtft
Ra-name of Margaret Segura be remer
was
taken
up
by
animal
estray
Said animal being unknown to this
lac I Gallegos.
stored to her and for such other and
Board, unless claimed by owner on or I, A. Chandler, Cimarron, N. M.
16
horse
further relief, etc., that unless you
years
One
gray
VOll SALE Eight pigs,
assorted before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10 old, 900 lbs., 15
hands.
enter or cause to be entered your ap
of
ad
after
last
this
appearance
days
, .sizes.
S. Powers.
Branded
pearance in said suit on or before the
sold
will
be
vertisement, said estray
On left shoulder
18th day of November, A. D. 1911, deof
the
the
benefit
for
Board
this
by
I
O
Tl fl
Tl
cree Pro Confesso therein will be
' '
jnx wmMm
Branded
owner when found.
rendered against you.
Tsurry. Inquire 120 Grand avenue.
On
left
hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Hunker and Hunker, Las Vegas,
to uu
unknown
animal
Said
being
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
or
on
FOR SALE New bran at Trambley
X.
owner
M., attorneys for plaintiff.
claimed
unless
by
11
Board,
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25,
WILLIAM B. STAPP.
Roller Mills, 1215 Mora avenue.
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10 (Seal)
of this adClerk.
last
after
appearance
days
Estray Advertisement
will be sold
FOR SALE Return ticket to OklaNotice is hereby given to whom it vertisement, said estray
homa City.
WHY ROME CELEBRATES.
Inquire New Optic may concern that the following de by this Board for the benefit of the
"
i
found.
hotel.
when
owner
Rome,
Sept. 20. This being the
was
taken
by
up
animal
scribed estray
BOARD.
SANITARY
ear of Itallaa inCATTLE
Fred Valdez, Cimarron, N. M.
N. M.
celebration of
FOR SALE Or will trade for real
Albuquerque,
today's
dependence,
white
and
t:
spot
One black
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, 11 the anniversary ot the fall of the
estate, one 30 H. P. 5 passenger ted horse, 900 lbs., 15 hands,
auto. Inquire M., Optic.
Branded
temporal power of thespapacy and the
On left hip
Italian occupation of Rome was conEstray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown Jo this
Notice la nereDy given to whom it ducted on an unusually elaborate
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
unless claimed by owner, on or may concern that the following de- scale. A crowd of more than 50,000
scriptions. Notary seals and reo--or- Board, Oct. 5, 1911, said date
estray animal was taken up by
being 10 scribed
before
at The Optks office.
H. H. Harrington, Hillsboro, N. M.
persons visited the historic Porta Pia
ad
of
this
last
after
appearance
days
One red mottled face cow, and others made pilgrimages to the
vertisement, said estray will be sold 5 years old.
monuments of Victor cmmanuel,
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
Garibaldi, Cavour, Mazzlnl and other
On left shoulder
owner when found.
leaders In the struggle for Italian
room
BOARD.
five
modern
SANITARY
new
A
CATTLE
i FOR RENT
unity.
brick cottage. Inquire 902 Third St.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Ear mark
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25, '11
ANNIVERSARY OF PAOLI.
Said animal being unknown to tnia
IFOR RENT Cheap, rooms for stuunless claimed by owner on or
West
Board,
Chester, Pa., ,;wot. 20. On
Lin614
dents. See Cutler Bros.,
Estray Advertisement
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10 the monument grounds neas Mat-vecoln avenue.
Notice is hereby given to whom it days after last appearance of this ad
the customary exercises were
may concern that the follewlng de- vertisement, said estray will be sold held today In commemoration of the
this
Board
of
for
benefit
the
the
by
rooms
FOR RENT Three furnished
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when
134th anniversary of the "Massacre
found.
for light housekeeping, electric M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
of Paoll," In which the American
9
or
.40
roan
One
mare,
fights, hot water. 923 Gallinas.
Albuquerque, N. M.
troops under VMad Anthony" Wayne,
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept. 25, '11
years, 750 lbs., 13 hands.
In their retreat from Brandywine,
Branded
were
attacked in the night by the
A Great Advantage to Worklngmen
On left Bhoulder
J. A. Maple, 125
7th S Steuben-ville- , British and routed with great slaughLOST Purse containing money ajid
.,
Branded
O., says:
"For years I suffered ter.
On left hip
from weak kidneys and a severe bladkeys between Photoplay theater
and 803 Jackson. Return to Optic Said animal being unknown to this der trouble. I learned of Foley KidThe less a woman loves her husPills and their wonderful cures so band the more she
office.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or ney
pleases his SaI
taking them and sure enough tanic
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10 I began
majesty.
had as good results as any I heard
days after last appearance of this ad- about. My backache left me and to
vertisement,. Bald estray will be sold one of my business, expressman, that
by this Board for the benefit of the alone Is a great advantage. My kidHORSES TO PASTURE I have
LOCAL TIME CARD
neys acted free and normal, and that
lot of good alfalfa pasture on Mora owner when found.
now
me
is
a
lot of misery. It
saved
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
a pleasure to work where it used to
road, $2.00 per month. Address
WEST BOUND
M.
N.
,
Albuquerque,
be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
Harry C. Johnson, box 11, E. Las
Arrive
1st
14, laBt pub. Sept. 25, '11 cured me and
pub.
Sept
have
my
.
highest
Vegas.
1
No.
1:60 P. M
Red
G.
O.
and
Schaefer
praise."
3
A. M.
Cross
Advertisement
6:15
Co.
No.
,
Drug
Estray
As iieu ally treated, a sprained an
Notice la hereby given to whom It
P. M.
7
6:16
No.
kle will disable a man for three or may concern that the following deBefore You Reach the Limit
No. 9
6:85 P. M.
four weeks, but by applying Chamber scribed estray animal was taken up by of
physical endurance and while your
,'
lain's Liniment freely as soon as the H. T. Miller, Hollene, N. M.
Depart
condition is still .curable, take Foley
and
the
3
:10 P. M.
is
received,
about
observing
One heifer,
years Kidney Pills. Their quick action and No. 1
injury
directions with each bottle, a cure can old, about 600 lbs.
S
A. M
6:20
No.
For
will
results
positive
delight you.
be effected in from two to four days.
Branded
6:40 P. M
No. 7
rheumatism,
nervousness,
backache,
.For sale by all druggists.
On left ribs
and all kidney, bladder and urinary No.
7:00 P. M.
troubles. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Branded
children
in
bowet
complaints
Tor
On left hip
Cross Drug Co.
EAST BOUND
always give Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
castor
and
era and Diarrhoea Remedy
Arrive
', Ear
,
mark
and
Assimilation
Digestion
. oIL
It Is certain to effect a cure and:10 P. M.
is not the quantity of food taken No. 2
It
sweetenand
when reduced with water
P. M.
to this but the amount, digested and assimil No. 4
11:10
Said
unknown
animal
being
No
ed is pleasant to take.
physician Board, unless claimed
ated
and
that
or
owner
on
vitality
gives
strength
A. M.
8
by
1:15
No.
can nrescribe a better remedy. For before
Oct 6, 1911, said date being 10 to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach No. 10
P. M.
1:46
isale by all druggists.
days after last appearance of this ad- and Liver Tablets invigorate the stom
Dtpart
vertisement, said estray will be sold form their functions naturally. For
No- - t
0:15 P. M.
You can tell a man with a familv by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
11:20 P. 11
Some women delight In drawing a No. 4
of children by how nervous he gets
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
1:15 A. M.
man out, but more delight in pulling No.
when he drops a coin on the floor
Albuquerque, N. M.
'
:10 P. M
10
No.
in.
him
'11
office.
14,
last
25,
1st
even :in 'his
pub. Sept.
pub. Sept

ohe Optic
COLUMN

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

Wanted

i,

To-wi- t:

n

To-wi- t:

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions
of the Enabling Act and the resolution adlmtting New Mexico Into the
Sisterhood of States, the governor of
New Mexico haa Issued his proclama
tion ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for
the purpose of electing the various
congressional, state, legislative, Judicial and county officers authorized by
the constitution heretofore adopted
by the people of New Mexico;
Now, Therefore, pursuant
to and
In accordance with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention
asembled at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a call
is hereby Issued for the holding of the
first republican state convention in
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day of September, A.
D. 1911, tor the purpose of nominating candidates for the various congressional and state offlecs created
and authorized by law; and the Re
publican Central committeea of the
various counties of the new state except as otherwise by this committee
ordered, are required to issue call
for the holding, upon such notice and
date as they may deem expedient
county conventions for the purpose
of electing delegates to said state
convention, at which the basis of representation Shall be 1 delegate for
each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or
more, of the votes cast for the republican candidates for delegate to congress at the election of 1908, and 1
delegate at large from each county
now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said state convention from the several , counties of
New Mexico Bhall.be as follows:
25
Bernalillo
,. .. 10
Chaves
Colfax

E3
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t

1

To-wi- t:
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T
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To-wl-

To-wi- t:

For Rent

rt

To-wl- t:

Lost

-

Miscellaneous

To-wl- t:
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McKlnley
Mora

.

Quay
suRIo Arriba

.

DIRMORY

always velcome to tlS
v. 6. Wuod, sachem
L'avid Flint, ibief of records axt
collector ol wampum

in each

month. Visiting broth,
era cordially invited.
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.

B. P. O. fct.KS

iieeiK second ao
iourib . ijrktla) evening of eaca
n.ontb ' O. P.. C ball. Vieitln
brothers arc tQrd:liy Invited. O
H. Hunker. Kinked Ruler; D
i
Condon, SotiatHr

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rg- -

conclave second Tuea-- '
day In each month at MaF. O. E. Meeta ti
and tlurd rue
sonic Tempi at 7:10 p. m. C.
8. C.; Chas. Tamme. Rem tr
day svtu.Lur dm
corder.
Icinui biotiis.uoca uml.
Vimuui
Urotter coiUiuii) tuvued lo uueuu .
VEGAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
LAS
ki. F. MCOrUirt. I'ittWxJill, K.
ROYAL ARCH MA80N8 Regular
convocation first .Monday
In each month at M.v
KNiGHTS OF
CO'JHCK
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
no. 304 ints
ana tturt
m. J. A. Rutledge, H
Thursday it O. H C. uai, t'iuiieer
P.; Chas. ft Sporleder.
re oor
building.
salting uniinuur
secretary.
w. i:
U. iC
Invited,

aOjiuljur

di.-iil-

E. P, Mackei,

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. F.
Meets first and third Fridays In Masonic Temple. Mrs.
Agues M. Tripp, Worthy Matron:
Thomas B. Bowen. Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A. HowelL Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth etreet

RANSFORD

"

S.

EL

DORADO

KNIGHTS

OF

21i.lll

LODGE
PYTHIAS-rr-Meet-

NO

O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NJ.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall cn .sutti street. All "Isii-in- g
brethren cordially invited to attend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. U.; a
Rogers. V. G.; T. M. Elwooo.
Secretarj; W. E Crites, treasurer
C V. Hodgcock, cemeiery trustee

t;

1,

a

every Monday evening In Castle' hall.
Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially
Chas. ' E. Llebech-ale-

r.

Chancellor

MODEnN
Meet
at
hall, on

-

16
7

WOODMEN O
We forest

i!

AMERICA

t

brotherl-lov-

e

the Fratei nal Brotherhooa
the second ard fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay.
Consul; G. Laemmle; Clerk. Visiting neighbors are especially welcom
and cordially invited.

and third Wednesdays of each Suite
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
Olvens, Secretary.
Visiting members cordially Invited.

11

iipiou,

0.

BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

15
7

f. s.

1.

Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.

3
6
.

HANDLED

lrciUcn

and

muuicatioa first

13
4
10
11
9

Otero

ALWAVS

BUSINESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com

third Thursday

5'
Ana

Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna

To-wi- t:

CHAPMAN

17

"Curry
Dona

SOCIETY AND

CAFE

AND REGULAR DINNERS

STATE CONVENTION 7 HE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

.

J

RESTAURANT AND

SHORT ORDER

To-wl-

To-wi- t:

TOE LOBBY

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN

DKNTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

DENTIST
4, Crockett Building. Has phone
at office and residence.

ATTOKNKYS
!

Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
HUNKLR
HUNKER
102 Meets
Monday night at
A ttalr bail inevery
at Law
Schmidt building.
Attorney!
the
'
; . . . ..
Sain Miguel . . . . v
New Mexico
west of Fountain Square, at eight Las Vegas ,
..
Santa Fe
o'clock. Visiting members are corA dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, pre3l-- f
Sierra
MASSAGE
Socorro
dent; Mr. Emma D. Burke, SecreTaos
tary; C. Pally, Treasurer.
MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
8
Torrance
Masseuse and Midwife
14
Union
Main 30a
'.
15 H I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, Residence Phone
Valencia
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues- Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Friday
303
day ot the month In. the vestry
Total........
It is recommended that in even the rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 and Saturdays.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
same deelgates are not elected deleIsaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
gates to the judicial and legislative
SecFoley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
Charles
Greenclay,
President;
same
district conventions .that the
is a great medicine of proven value
'
retary.
basis be used In the election of such
for both acute and chronic kidney
district delegates and that such con
and bladder ailments. It is especialventlons shall be called and held, af RED. MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth- ly recommended to elderly people for
wonderful tonic and reconstructive
ter the state convention, at such time
erhood hall the sleep of the fourth its
qualities, and the permanent relief
and place as may be agreed upon by
each
of
month, eighth and comfort It gives them.
O. G.
Thursday
the chairmen of the central commit
thirtieth breath. Visiting Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
run,
tees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned,
or in default of agreement by said
chairmen, by a majority of the Rele
gates elect to such district conven
tion.
It is further recommended that the
republican county conventions in and
for the several counties, for the nomination of county officers, be held after the state convention.
H. O. BTJRSUM, Chairman.
JOSE D. SENA; Secretary.
PHONE MAIN 227

Roosevelt . . .".
Sandoval
San Juan

10
6
80
17
5
17
13

--

f

.

i

.

Pure Ice

TAFT IN MICHIGAN.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Sept 20.
Grand Rapids is preparing a cordial
welcome for President Taft who is
due to arrive In this city about breakfast time tomorrow for a visit of six
or seven hours. Grand Rapids' central location and the strong influence
it wields In Michigan politics have
led to the belief that the speech to
be delivered here will be one of
the most important of the presidential tour. At luncheon the president
will meet some of the prominent men
of the state and after a short drive
about the city will depart at 2 o'clock
in the afternoon for Kalamazoo,
which will be the last stopping place
,
In. Michigan.
Colds Must be Taken
Seriously
For unless cured they sap the vitality
and lower the vital resistance to more
serious infection. Protect your children and yourself by the prompt use
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
and not its quick and decisive results.
For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
cough, bronchitis and affections of the
throat, chest and lungs It is an ever
ready and valuable remedy. O. G,
Schaefe an Red Cross Drug Co,
Common

.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among- all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
-

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in ' this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for)!books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
' sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
)
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uave tnese people injured you In any
shoot." ,
y
tne roan tnia nfurmss.
He
evident
way?" And be glanced about him
came
Rill
up
grinning.
take reruge
horiei" compelled
"Nary a one," said Maris, ani
with a threat in his gesture.
as
he
some
and
-.
fun,
Mrs. sUmgsy Defends Hep Healthher m order that this lady might
kxew from her voice she was standing ly anticipated
"Oh, no, Frank," hastily; "every one .
stone.
reached out a grimy nana for tne siao
not be exposed to danger from roving
close beside the fireplace.
some has been most kind. It was a mere
make
to
occasion
took
A
arm
hand
hard
of
Mrs.
bacon,
my
attacked
upon
The
pressing
"Are
Bungay?"
of
you
dog
gangs
guerillas.
But how strangely you are
senses
us in the dark, and we killed him in brought back' my scattered
"I reckon I am, if it's any o' yer remark. What it was I could not hear, mistake. how
dressed!
very rough you look!"
flash
the
responsive
noted
was
I
Mrs.
quick
rush.
It
Brennan
with a
but
business."
order to save our lives."
He laughed, but still retained bis
the woman i eyes, and the next
" 'The
bloodhound's who stood there, her face whitened
"Dont git nifty, old woman, or we re
Instant with a crash she brobght the warm clasp of hen hands.
heavy bay resounded up the rocky by anxiety, her eyes peering anxiously liable to give you a lesson in polite"Not the pomp and circumstance of
leader
door.
of
the
The
the
leave."
iron skillet down with all her strength
we
danwith
opening
through
ness before
way,'" ejaculated Bungay
war which you expected,
head.
Without
fellow's
glorious
the
a
of
not
men
are
with
on
of
those
soldiers.
his
top
gun
"Surely
dropped the butt
cing eyes.
down, girl?" he asked lightly. "But we have
"Drat yer potry, Jed Bungay! ye Captain Wayne t" she exclaimed. crash on the floor. "Where Is the lit- even a groan beIn went plunging
front of the fire. In all sorts of conditions to meet down
face foremost
dew make me tired fer suah." She "They wear uniforms of both armies." tle sneak, anyhow T
wss battling like here, and soon learn in Rome to do as
anshe
moment
are
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another
do
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they
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you
her first
turned back to us, and
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"Want him
long
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need
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seen
their
and
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approach. ws're hunting some parties,
It was a quick, Intense struggle.
been impressed with but one sentence she might be
me for the first time, and his
celved
a
us up the road
"Ws must find hiding if possible, for a guide. They-tol- '
man near the door chanced to be tbe
of my labored explanation.
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never
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shall
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how
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every
first
bit he
"Did you uns say as
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ness. I saw him sweep one hasty
tbe skillet tbst most assuredly would
fer whut ye et and fer thet truck ys Bungsyt"
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glance around, as though he suspected;
not
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the
I turned toward
have crushed
There wss a pause, as if Maria
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proved the mental survey
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upon her, ness tor action.
tbe red
danger,
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"Who have we here?" he asked.
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her band.
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and
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room,
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find him down 'bout
edge his way a little more into the
"Whatever I am," I retored, my
of the dead dog and fell,
the
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dirty
all
these
yere
whut's
foreground.
Then
rising suddenly at bis contempt
but as she did so her fingers grasped gorge
dishes doing on the table?"
"Wal, stranger, I sorter reckon as
uous term, and stepping out into the
It
her
of
beard
red
antagonist.
the
they
officers
yere;
how bout four bits 'ill squar" things
"Had sum Yankee
bare of face, room before blm, "I at least wear the
Just rode on down ther trail as you yielded to ber hand, and
dorgs is mighty durn cheap hereabout
'
a
dark
moustache, the man uniform of my service end rank, and
save for
uns cum up"
enyhow. Give me ther four bits,
fellow stood there, panting for breath, above not the nondescript uniform of st
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as
hall!"
It
T.iv.
reckon
I
an'
mister,
guerilla."
be all right"
with complete loss of temper. "See ber. Then suddenly, almost at my
Tbe scornful words stung him; I
old birds very ear, a voice cried,
I glaaced at Mrs. Brennan, and the
here, old woman, we're too
noticed the quick flush of anger in his
I am here!"
ohaff.
Frank!
"Frank!
such
with
Asuant
any
k
me
led
her
in
twinkle
amused ,
eyes
eyes, and was not sorry.
a look around the old she
ot.'ii
to say heartily, "We had not entirely.
'You are Insolent, sir. Moreover,.
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bang anyhow, and
completed our meal, but imagined we
you
go too far, for as it chances you,
me
for
table
saw ghosts."
you put something on the
sre well within our lines, and we will
In ths Hands of the Enemy.
and my mates to eat"
"Ghosts!" He glanced around apsee to what extent
is
" 'On Heaven and on
In the first surprise of that unex with tbe work of a honor consistent
nina and manner were rough.
prehensively,
The uniform
spy.
accertain
at
a
my very of
pected Joyful cry ringing
but I was impressed with
thy lady call, and enter the enchanted
your service, indeed!" he echoed
nraenrng into the man s iptwu ears all my senses seemed confused,
haU!' Wus ther ghosts ye saw over
hotly, pointing as he spoke across the
ttaanee.kins' eduoaOon. Moro. in spite and I stood motionless. Then I beard room ; "that
thar?" And he pointed toward the
cavalry cloak over yonder)
his
it
so,
and
smothered
make
to
utter
a
oath,
wall opposite.
of an aDnarent effort
Bungay
Its own story. Peters, Steele, aiC
tells
mounknew he bad wheeled about In tbe rest this fellow."
I nodded.
dialect wss not that of those
darkness. Unable to distinguish tbe
"Then I sorter reckon as how
talna
Frank, don't do that" she urged)
nsr-- n
aa be uttered these last words, slightest outline of his figure, X wss
Mariar and me wus them ghosts," he
"You mistake; that was
earnestly.
In
more
a
with
threat
that
the
sorter
reck
hrowtna- into them
thought
continued, grinning. "We
yet impressed
I
cloak
the
wore."
I
became
oned as how we wanted ter see who
be was endeavoring to murne tne gin,
the tone than the language,
If he heard her he gave no sign.
nf a thin rav of ugnt pene to prevent ber uttering a second cry,
nr Verc afore we come in. 'I'll
"Bind him," waa the stern order, as
wsll
Just
solid
out
I
Intuition
this
'iKien tlil my fancy hears the clang of
flung
Impelled by
trating the seemingly
two men advanced. "Use your
the
Hoeses," She Said Hsrshly.
"It's
rare
luck
These
good
ir, front nf mi. and tending siienny my arm hastily, and by
Kworrls, the crash of spears.'
if you have nothing else handy."
belts
ths
It came In contact with bis band.
yere iu tough times, stranger, in these by the collar of bis shirt, dragged him forward could dimly distinguish
Angry' as I most assuredly was,
he
as
applied
mut
I
of
cur!"
an' a man whut has ter pertect
little
head
of
Bungay
you
"None that,
lgnomlnlously forth from beneath the elliptical
he bad tered sternly, unmindful of his efforts swept also by a new emotion which I
. lovely ic.nale hes got ter keep :ls table where he had
sought refuge, one eye to a small opening
tne
togs to break away. "No band on her, did not in the least comprehend,
shook him as she would shake a toy industriously made between
the mind youl Mrs. Brennan, what does yet fully realized the utter helplessby
?.Tr.ria sniffed contemptuously.
Brennan
Mrs.
firmly
nrasnlnaand
then
dog, until bis teeth rattled,
ness of my position In point of rebecome
not
should
we
"Yft're no great shakes at a pertectso
that
Into
hand
this mean?"
4
flung him out of the door leading
sistance. They were twenty to east
in' o' me. Jed Runeay. Now you sit the back shed. It was done so ex- separated, I crept across the lnterven
She made no attempt to answer, but However much I longed to grapple)
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down thar an' begin ter fill up. I
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now
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blackness,
could
I
way
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gasp.
bear
could
that
groping
I
only
peditiously
with him who mocked me, the very
reckon as how ther Cap an' his gal
"Now inter ther hole with ye, Jed
"Holy smoke, Cap," the little man through the darkness toward the place
will kinder jine with us fer manners." Bungay you an' yer dorgs," phe muttered in suppressed excitement, as of our entrance. Bungay detected the thought was Insanity; my only pe
She seated Jed with such extreme panted furiously. "An' you uns roller be realised my presence, "It s a goin movement also, and made a violent slble chance ot escape lay in. CJit
visor that I looked for the chair to him. I reckon I'm able ter handle thet ter be b'llln' hot in thar mighty soon, effort to break loose from my grip, To realize this was to act. I laa?i
backward, trusting for a clear field ba
co!!nr?e beneath him as he came lot out thar, even if it should be Red Mariar's steam is a risin'.'
that he might hurry after her.
my rear, and an opportunity to rsa fee
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down, but the little man, not in the Lowrie and his gang."
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"You lit go o' me," be cried ex it but the door by which. I had Joat
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Catching firm hold of Mrs. Bi'tn-nan'- s bending down so as to bring my eyo citedly, "er. by goll', I'll use a knife. entered was now closed and hazre--t
fork with a sigh of relief.
hand I sprang down the si::g'e upon a level with bis, I managed to She'll give this whole thing away if Bungay had made sure bis re&rseJL
" 'O woman! in our hours of ease
and closed the door tlght'Treri'r.S gain some slight glimpse of the scent she ever gits out.
step
The man, watching my every uare-men- t,
uncertain, coy, and hard to please,1
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I
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with sword half drawn fa hit
For
he murmured. "Come, sit down, and rubbing himself vigorously with
Mrs. Bungay stood with her back
strength and sprang after hand, saw Instantly that I was securestranger; 'sit down an' share a one hand, utilized the --other to drrg to the fireplace, an iron skillet firmly with all my woman.
But I was already ly trapped, and laughed fa scosnt
the fleeing
soldier's couch, a soldier's fare.'. Not outward a rough cupboard, which apin one hand. Her face we too late to
even had that
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"Ton are not making war cm wcnanx
as I'm a sojer," he hastened to ex- peared to be a portion of the houi;e gripped
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book. Say, old woman, kint ye kinder
cr r r.'.v.p, defiant set to her chin, which prom yielded her by desperation, she thrust "You will not find me so easy a
behind It a
up oin cottae ter we una
of the hil!. It ised trouble. In front of her, careInto
face
the
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leastwise' whut us Confeds call" cof was a most
The taunt stung me, hut more the.
ingenious arranc-ri-i
lessly resting on the table, his feet
fee?"
doubtless finding frequent ue 1n thns'.e
tone and manner of the speaker; and
was a sturdy
Without much difficulty I induced troublesome times. Its presence par- dangling in the air,
the hot blood of youth cast all caution
fellow of forty or so, with
Mrs. Brennan to draw her chair once tially explained how Jed haii tuust i:r looking
to the winds. With a single spring,
the
all
beard
red,
covering
straggling
more to the table, and I sat down
forgetful of my own wound, I was at
escaped the conscriptlou offlcir. "::;o lower half of his face, and a weather
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.
this hole we entered one Pt a
althroat, dashed aside his uplifted
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so
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worn
black
hat pulled
then?" I and when the
"You are Confederate,
hand, and by the sheer audacity of my
heavy cupboard Vrnl most to conceal his eyes. His attire
which
to
know
upon
asked, curious
been silently drawn back hito place, was nondescript, as though be had
sudden, unexpected onset bore him
side his sympathies were enlisted in found ourselves enveloped in
back crashing to the floor. He strug
" h
both
of
the
patronized
Junkshop
the struggle.
total darkness as to rrmk any move- armies. In his belt were thrust a regled gamely, yet I possessed the adHe glanced warily at my gray ment a dangerous
vantage of position, and would have
operation. I fiit
easy
jacket, then his shrewd, shifty eyes the clasp of my companion's hu: J volver and a knife, while withinleaned
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dozen strong hands which Instantly
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alry cloak lying on the floor.
was trembling from intc'utc cwM . agalnBt
laid hold upon me, and dragged me
narty, yuunger men, but even more
"Wal, I jist don't know, Cap," he ment
off, still fighting madly, although as
roughly dressed than their leader,
said cautiously, continuing to eat as
as a child.
"Do not permit the darkne- -; In were
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the
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between
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he talked, "as I'm much o' enything alarm you," I whispered fco.'Uy, hr:
My opponent Instantly leaped to his
door.
in this yere row. First ther durned Ing down as I spoke until I r'.-- 1 "
feet and started forward, drawing a
Bungay chuckled expectantly.
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they come snoopin' up feel her quick Ireatbing apalnst ny
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in his eyes which told me
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look
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than wil,' be iii.ce.it .:ry gal
longer
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and
pered hoarsely, Jumping up
an' cut down every lick o' my corn to get something to eat.
he would be restrained now by no
uoc.l on one foot In bis excitement, "they'll
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fodder, so thet I'll be cussed if I aln'l never suspect our presence, nn ;'!
rule of .jar.
hev ther fight of their life."
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"You cowardly spy!" he cried, and
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move on. I only wish I
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"Is that
8klllet Down With
talkln' "bout, fer Hariar is pow'ful could discover
drew back the hammer. "Do yoa
something upon which
shook his head.
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feared I'd get hurt"
unyou mlt;ht sit down."
"Never laid eyee on any of 'em aside the heavy cupboard, and as the think I will let that blow go
Maria regarded him scornfully.
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do not think me a coward."
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"Hiding out, I suppose?"
"I assuredly trust not" I answered,
she 'answered, "but I have heRrd of Reckon they're a part o' bis crowd."
rude shed. With another bound, gath"Wal, 't ain't very healthful fei this man Lowrie In
was
behind the gun
the
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The roan who posed as the leader oi ering her skirts as she ran, she the gazing up at him fromwas
us ter be stayin' et hum much o' and I wot'ld rather
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'pan
ther time, long with that thar Red his hands."
room. A moment later I alsd pinned to the floor. "But if you are,
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shook
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Lowrie, an Jim Hale, an' the rest o'
I had heard of him also, and of bis
stood in the doorway, gazing upon a1 as I am led to believe, a Federal offl
"Come, now, Mrs. Bungay," be
thet cattle 'round yere."
so
scene that made my blood like fire.
treatme'nt
cer, with some pretensions to being
we're
of women. The
hungry,
"I tell you
"Guerillas pretty thick now in the outrageous
The fighting had evidently ceased also a gentleman, and not the outlaw
memory caused me to clasp my hand trot out some hoecake and fill up this
'
mountplns?"
over hers, and set my teeth pot, unities you want to reckon with suddenly with her first cry. Maria your clothes proclaim, you will at
'Wal, I dunno; I heerd as they wui warmly
least permit me to stand upon my feet
hard.
stood panting in one corner, the deadlld Lowrie."
doin' somethin' down by ther brick
"It may not prove to be Lowrie at
skillet again in her hand, her hair and face you as a man. If I am a spy,
ly
yet
him,
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facing
The
no
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great shakes
church, but thar's
I said soberly; "but all these
in wisps down her back. Still as you seem inclined to claim, there
nevr moved. I could see a red spot1 hanging
'02i Jlst 'rcaid yere. I reckon as how all,"
from the blow he had re- are army courts to try me; If not,
are
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mun
If
gentry
I
pretty
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either
in
ftar.
alike,
begin to glow
they knows 'rough ter keep 'way from However,
fellow
one
ceived,
that
lay outstretched on then I am your equal in standing and
now
that
knew
shall
promise
you
had ever doubted it, I
J?3 Bungay I'd pitch 'em 'far a never fall alive
Into the hands of any Maria
own the floor, his head barely missing the rank, and have every right of a prisonof
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a
"
temper
a
bar.'
ever peasant pitched
poseod
while his er of war."
of their breed."
"You ain't no Rou Lowrie," she re- hot ashes of the fireplace;
"You have no fear of them, then?"
Before she could answer me other torted.
"This has become personal," hoarsecompanion nursed his bruises and
"Whut, me?" The little man saU than by a slight nestling closer in the
scowled from a safe refuge behind the ly. "Your blow, as well as your
easily.
fellow
laughed
The
and
bolt upright,
glared fiercely acroni darkness, Bungay v.hlspered: "This
with the forcible abduction of
"No more I ain't, old woman, but table. The unshaven faces of several
the table, as though he would resent yere hole, Cap, Meads
of the gang were peering curiothers
this
down
far
apart
so
ter
durn
young
the
lady, whose legal protector
we
1
ain't
reckon
an insult. "I jist tell ye. Cap, 1
right an' comes out In a sort o' gully when It comes to getting what we go ously in through the open door. I I am, are not matters to be - settled by
!' reckon thar ain't no guerilla a goln'
saw all this, for the an army court."
'bout a hundred feet baek.
,
,
after. Come, honest now, where is know now I
ter poire his cose 'round yere 'lesa light 'nough ter seo ter walk .Thar's
white-llver- :
cur that runs picture of it is upon the retina of
to
meet
me
"Then
a'ter
you In any
permit
little
thJ
,j
he's a lookin' fer sudden death; thar's ye turn the corner, 'bout
memory, but at the moment every- satisfactory way. The murder of a
twenty
shebang?"
this
mighty few o' 'era ain't heerd o' Jed feet er so. You uns kin go on down
or hear helpless man will scarcely clarify your,
.Whatever Maria might ,venture to thing I appeared to perceive
Whut In thunder's ther thar if
Bungay
.
ye'd rather, follerln' ther dorgs, call her lord and master, in the occurred in the centre of the room.
honor."
matter with yer gal?"
but I reckon as how I'll stay right
ex.The man who had posed as the leadfrom
the
knew
I
of home, it evidently did not
unrelenting
privacy
He stopped suddenly, and stared at yere an' sorter see how ther ol' woman
soothe her spirit to hear him thus er stood there alone facing us, his pression upon bis face that my plea
her; but before !' could turn about comes out.
of by another.
expression a strange mixture of was likely to prove a perfectly useless .
In my chair one of the great dogs '"Where, where was Roderick then? spoken
wus hum," she an- amazement and delight He was a one, but before I had ended it Mrs.
Jed
"If
Bungay
One blast upon his bnijle born
began to growl savagely, and Maria
swered fiercely, her eyes fairly blaz- powerfully built man, with keen gray Brennan stood between us.
sprang forward and cuffed the surly Were worth a thousands men.'
"Frank," she said calmly, "you shall
ing, "I rockon you would n't be sprawt eyes deeply set in their soclfcts. His
brute into rebellious silence.
If you uns like ter see a durned good in' on thet thkr table fer long."
right hand rested heavily upon the not This man is a Confederate offishe
said
harshly. fight maybe ye better stay tew tber
"It's bosses,"
"Wouldn't I, now? Well, old ben, hilt of a cavalry sabre, the scabbard cer; he is no spy; and during all the
"Likely as not it's Red's gang. Now, ol' woman Is plsen if she once gits her we've fooled here with you about as of which was concealed beneath the events of last night he has proven
Jed Bungay, yere's two lovely females dander up."
long as I care to. Bill, go over there folds of the long brown coat he wore. himself b friend rather than an enemy.
fer ye ter perteot"
His voice was expressive of great and put some of that bacon on to fry As Mrs. Brennan burst through the Only for my sake is he here now.""
As I hastily sprang to my feet I expectations, and I had reason to ba(To be Continued)
she doesn't get out of the way I'll doorway he stepped eagerly forward,
caught a fleeting glimpse out of the lers his faith In Maria would' be If her something to jump for." And his eyes brightening, and they met
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Will reach your Individual ease If you
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ly, "it seems all too good to be true.
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exO
not
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Lord,
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yit;
voice
so
even then turning into the narrow
gruff as to seem almost as"I have a wo -- ' ' confidence In
"Hunting after you, my fair lady.
from one foot to the
dancing
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to
are
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the
be
to
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led
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for I
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that
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CHAPTER 1 The story opens In a
font of the Confederate arm at a critical
'stag-of the ClvU War. Gen. Lee
imparts to Captain
Wayne a secret
,
message to
upon the
of which depend sreat laauea. delivery
Accompanied by Sergeant Craig, an old army
scout, Wayne atarta out on hla dangerous
f

a

Long-street-

mission.

CHAPTER II. The two messenger
.make a wild ride, dodging squads of soldiers, almost lose their bearings and Anally are within the lines of the enemy, having penetrated the cordon of pickets unmolested.
CHAPTER IIL Encountering a small
of soldiers In the darkness, Wayne
party
Is taken for a federal officer
who came
to keep an appointment, Is accepted as
,hla representative, and a young lady on

horseback Is given In hla charge.
CHAPTER IV. The female
of the two southern scouts is acompanion
northern
jrlrl, who, when she becomes aware of
their army affiliations, slashes Wayne with
fier
riding whip and attempta to escape
out falls.
CHAPTER V.-of the horses giving out, Wayne orders Craig to gett.
with
the dispatches to Long-treethrough
He and My Lady of the North
are left alone near
a rocky gorge.
CHAPTER VI. The Confederate officer
and the. Union girl thread the mases of
the woods. He discovers a lonely hut.
and entering it In the dark a huge mastiff attacks him. The girl shoots the brut
Jan. is tcr.
One

(Continued from Yeaterdavt

;fbe softest cloths she could nna a
ihand. The relief was great, and I felt,
ias I moved the shoulder, that savins
the soreness It would probably not
'greatly bother me.
"Now you must He back and rest,"
he said commandlngly, aa I attempted
to thank her.
"As your nurse I command absolute quiet," striving to speak gaily.
"See, the daylight Is already here,
'and I mean to discover If this lone
cabin contains anything which human
beings can eat; I confess that I am
nearly famished."
"A most excellent symptom, and I
Imagine your quest will not be wholly
To my eye that greatly reTain.
sembles a slab of bacon hanging beside the chimney."
is." ahe exclaimed, "and
"It indeed
m
T tmol
fiJpwreeked seaman mmt
However my naturally energetic
spirit revolted at Inactivity, for the
time being my falntness precluded any
thought of doing other than obeying
her orders, and I lay there silent,
propped up against the logs, my eager
eyes following her rapid, graceful
movements with a Constantly increasing interest. As she worked, the reflection of the red flames became
mingled with the gray dawn, until the
bare and cheerless Interior grew more
and more visible. Her search was far
from unsuccessful, while her resourcefulness astonished me, old campaigner
as I was; for it was scarcely more
than full daylight before she had me
at the table, and I was doing full
Justice to such coarse food as the
larder furnished.
The eating helped me greatly; but
for some time so busy were we that
neither of us spoke. On my own part
I experienced a strange hesitancy in
addressing her upon terms of equality.
Ordinarily not easily embarrassed In
feminine society, I felt in thlB instance
a definite barrier between us, which
prevented my feeling at ease. Now
and then as we sat opposite each
other, eating amid a silence most unpleasant, I would catch her eyes
glancing across at me, but they were
lowered Instantly whenever I ventured
to meet them. Finally I broke' the
stillness with a oommonplace remark:
"I presume your people will be
greatly worried by this time over your
mysterious disappearance."
her throat and
A flush swept
cheeks, but she did not lift her eyes
from the plate. "Yes," she answered
slowly, "Frank la doubtless searching
for me long before this."'
"Frank?" I asked, feeling glad of
this opportunity to learn more of her
"You forget, possibly,
relationships.
(that your friends are strange to me.
You refer to the gentleman who expected to meet you on the road?"
"To Major Brennan, yes."
There was nothing about the tone of
Jier reply that invited me to press the
Inaulry further. One thing, however,
was reasonably certain, the man she
called "Frank" could not be her father.
I longed to ask if he was a brother,
but the restraint of her whole manner
repelled the suggestion.
"Did I understand that you have
nursed in' the Federal hospitals at
Baltimore?" I questioned, more to continue the conversation than from any
deep interest.
"Merely as a volunteer, and when
the regular nurses were especially
busy. Major Brennan was stationed
there for some time when I first
visited him, and J felt it my duty as
a loyal woman to aid the poor fellows."
I remained silent, striving vainly
to frame some innocent question
which should solve for me the problem of who and what she was. Bud- denly she spoke softly:
' "Captain Wayne, 1 feel I owe you
n apology for my imV-ar- r
anted and

unladylike conduct last night I ant
very sure now that you are a gentleman, and will appreciate how bitterly I was tried, how deeply I have
ever since regretted it."
It hurt her pride to say evea this
much, as I eould tell by her downcast
eyes and heaving bosom, and I
hastened to relieve ber embarrassment.
"You have nothing whatever to ask
said : earnestly.
forgiveness for,"
"Rather such a request should come
from me. I only trust, Miss Brennan,
that you will excuse' my part In this
extremely unfortunate affair."
She sat looking down upon her
plate, her fingers nervously crumbling
a bit of corn bread.
"You do not even known who I am,"
she said slowly. VI am not Miss, but
Mrs. Brennan."
I felt as if a dash of cold water,
had, been suddenly thrown la my face;
"Indeed V I stammered, scarcely
knowing what I said. "You appear so
young a girl that I never once thought
of you as being a married woman."
"I waa married ..very early; indeed,
before I was seventeen. My hus-

t

n

band

What Bhe was about to add I could
but conjecture, for a quick change In
the expression of her face startled me.
"What is it?" I questioned, half rising to my feet, and glancing over my
shoulder toward the wall where her
eyes were riveted.
"Something resembling a hand
pushed aside the coat hanging yonder," she explained in low trembling
tone, "and I thought I saw a face."
Believing it to be merely her overwrought nerves which were at fault,
I sought to soothe her. "It was prob
ably no more, than a shadow," I said,
crossing to her side of the table, to
enable her better to feel the influence
of my presence. "Let us be content
to sit here by the door, for we should
be taking too great a risk of discovery
if we ventured into the open."
I had barely spoken these words and
placed my fingers on her hand to lead
her forward when the , small door
which opened into the shed was
thrown back noisily, and two groat
shaggy dogs, the evident mates of
the dead brute at our feet, leaped
fiercely in. She shrank toward me
with a sob of terror; but even as I
drew a revolver from my belt, a man
and a woman appeared almost simultaneously in that same opening.
"Down, Douglas! down, Roderick!
Ha! 'There lies Red Murdock, stark
and stiff ! down, you brutes; you'll
be dead yourselves sometime."
The man strode forward as he
spoke, clubbing the frenzied brutes
with the stock of the long rifle he
carried.
" 'Yelled on the view the opening
pack,' " he quoted, as he distributed
hla blows impartially to right and left
A
'dAAD'
on4 AovDrn
triom
x
buvjui
uvnf frlan
gicu ouu vui vi u wi
back.' Them thar be Scott's words,
stranger, an' I reckon as how ol' Sii
Walter knew whut he wus wrltin'
'bout. Stop thet, blame oulin', you
Roderick, er I'll take t'other end o'
this gun ter ye."
He redoubled his efforts for peace,
finally driving the rebellious beast3
back into one corner, where they sat
upon their haunches and eyed us wist.

'

fully.
" 'Two dogs of Dlack Saint Hubert's

breed, unmatched lor courage, breath,
and speed,' " he exclaimed, wiping the
perspiration from his face with the
back of one hand and staring at u",
'specially the breath."
little fellow,
He was a
boy
scarcely more than a
in size, with round, red face full of
strange wrinkles, and head as oddly
as I ever looked upon. It
went up exactly like the apex of a
pear, while 'the upper portion wss
utterly, bald. He forr;od a most remarkable contrast to tie tall,
angular 'fempic who lorrr fl up
like a small mountain just behind Uim.
"I reckon as how you wis bed quite
a bit of a scrap afore ye laid thet
thar dorg out, stranger," be said, a
tone lurking in his deep
voice. " 'The fleetest hound In all ths
North,' an' I'm durned if I jlst likes
ther way you uns makes yerselves et
hum in this yere cabin."
"Shet up, Jed Bungay," cut In his
better-half- ,
sharply, and as she spoke
she caught the little man unceremoniously by one arm, and thrusting him
roughly to one side strode heavily
forward until she paused in the centre
of the room facing us with her arms
fierce-lookin-

g

half-grow- n

peak-shape-

d

raw-bone-

half-angr- y

akimbo.
"Now I'd Jlst like ter know," she
said savagely, "who you uns be, a
breakin' into a house, and a killin' a
dorg, an' a eatln' up everything we
uns got without so much as a sayln'

'by yer leave' er nuthin'. I reckon as
how you uns don't take this yere
cabin fer no tavern?"
"Madam," I said wits, a low bow,
"it is misfortune, not desire, which
has caused us to trespass upon your
hospitality. We will very gladly pay
you liberally for any damage done. I
am an officer in the Confederate ser
vice, and .tiie breaking down of. our

.
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Hot Weather
warrants our handling again the favorite
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Forna.ge de Ca.menbert
which arrived tod&.y
.

The Store That's Always Busy
Screened and Lump Raton Corrlllos

coal nno

ITJOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Coal, all sizes

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY

'
iL C. Eliur was arrested last night
on the charge of drunkenness by VOIIAN'S DEPARTMENT
IN'ight Officer Ed Ward wad allowed
to spend the night in jail. This morn FEATURE OF FAIR
1ng, he pleaded guilty when summoned before Police, kludge D. R.
Always feet the best at Noiette's
Murray ana was released on paying COMMITTEE OF LAS VEGAS
barber shop.
the costs, fith a suspended fine of
WILL MAKE IT ATTRACT,
Isn't that draft beer fine at the 5.00.
IVE AND SUCCESSFUL.
Opera Bar?
PARLIAMENTARY
F. O. Blood, secretary ot the San
'
Regular dance at' Rosenthal hall
Miguel County Fair association, an
tonight.
nounced this morning the appointELECTiorrroiioRROiy
ment! of a committee to take charge
Hot lunch every morning at 10
of the woman's department of the
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
and 7. Mrs.
CANADA IS SCENE
OF WAR BE- fair, on October 5,
W. Goelitz Is chairman and Mrs.
H,
TWEEN CONSERVATIVES
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
W. J. Lucas, Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs.
at the Opera Bar. Served from barAND LIBERALS.
F. O. Blood, Mrs. O. A. Fleming,
rels on the bar.,
Mrs. H. A. Lorenzen, Mrs. T M. Ell- Ont., Sept 20. The final wood, Mrs. C. D. Boucher and Mrs.
Ottawa,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
of the' campaign for the election E. L. Hammond' are other members
In the wood. Direct from distillery day
of members to the 12th parliament of of the committee. As judges of the
to you. At the Lobby, of coarse.
Canada, is notable for the unprece- exhibits the following were named:
dented activity of both political par- Fancy work, Mrs. J. M. Cunningham,
The Ladles' Aid Society of the
orators for and against reci- Mrs. W. J. Fugate and Mrs. J. II.
Christian church will meet Thursday ties,
scheduled to speak at York; culinary exhibits, Mrs. C. A.
afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs. Stanley procity being
hundreds of places all over Canada Spless, Mrs. Secundlno Romero and
at 14 Washington avenue.
this afternoon and evening. The lib- Mrs. C. S. Losey .
Much interest in this department
erals and conservatives are actively
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Glasgow, of
In preparations to bring out of the fair is being taken and the
engaged
Colfax, are the parents of a baby boy their full vote and a final distribu- exhibits promise to be among the
born to them last night at the home tion of cash for
legitimate expenses best at the exhibition. The ladles in
of Mrs. Glasgow's parents, Mr. and is
made
being
today. The Canadian charge of this division will make
Mrs. A. H. West on Third street
law forbids a political party to hire elaborate plans to have their departvehicles to convey electors to the ment the most attractive in the fair.
Box rent notices were placed in
but the use of conveyances of Las Vegas is noted for her famous
polls,
the postoffice boxes today. Accord all kinds is
being donated for to- cooks and the culinary exhibit would
ing to the rules of the department morrow.
make a Broadway cafe Jem.. Many
all rents must be paid by the close of
Elections will be held In 214 of the of the ladies are expert at fancy
business on September 30 or the box- 221 constituencies. Three liberals al- work and this display is sure to be
es will be cancelled and rented to
'
ready have been efvoted by acclama- beautiful.
other persons.
tion. They are Sir Wilfrid Laurler,
in Quebec J. A. Ethler, of Two MounSecretary George Fitzsimmons of tains, and William' M. German of HEART FAILURE ENDS
the Y. M. C. A., has issued invitations Welland
county, Ontario. Mr. Gerto all the boys of the association for man Is an avowed
opponent of reciLIFE OF A
JR
a final entertainment to be given Frihowever. In four other disprocity,
He
will
day evening at 7:45 o'clock.
detricts the elections have been
also take the boys on an outing to ferred. These are
Gaspe, Chicou- - SON OF OLD TIME RESIDENT OF
the mountains Saturday morning.
Quebec, Thunder Bay
LAS VEGAS DIES SUDDENLY
This probably will be his last chance and Rainy-RiveOntario, and the
before leaving Las Vegas to have a Yukon.
TODAY.
good time with the boys' department
and much fun is expected.
The frljole feast at the Mora coun
This afternoon at 12:40 o'clock, A.
ty fair at Wagon Mound today at-- Mennet, Jr.. died at St Anthony's
The republicans of precinct No. atracted
many prominent people of sanitarium after a serious illness of
on the West side held a primary Las
Vegas. The odor of the famous almost a year. Heart failure was the
laBt evening in the hall of Benlgno
Mora baked beans reached the noses cause of death. Mr. Mennet was born
Martinez for the purpose of electing of a
large number of citizens at in Las Vegas December 23, 1873, and
delegates to the republican county about noon, and a large delegation from then until his death his home
convention, which will be held here gathered at the train to go to had been here. At the time of the
Saturday of this week. Eugenlo Ro- Wagon Mound.
Some that had no Spanish-Americawar he enlisted in
mero was elected chairman of the intention of
the city but had Company G, 34th v mnteer infantry,
leaving
meeting and L. Baca, secretary. drifted to the depot out of curiosity where he served as a first sergeant
There was much enthusiasm. All the Jumped the rear platform as the train It was while with this command in
men present showed their strong re- pulled out, unable to resist the savory Uia PUKpili"l
hi ba&ltb tirmt
publicanism. Eight delegates were smell coming from the fair. A few broke. However, not until a year
chosen.
of the bean eaters that went up this ago was his condition really con
Mr.
afternoon are: Slg. Nahm, H. W. sidered serious. Last week
Tomas Stencio, a Presbyterian Kelly, O. In Gregory O. M. Ward, D. Mennet moved to the sanitarium that
clergyman from the West side went W. Condon, H. Davison, Fidel Or- he might receive better care. Yes
d jcbu(
before Judge D. K. Murray with & tiz, D. T. Hoskins, B. R. Russell, Jack terday he was down own
complaint against Marcellno Morri Laubach, U Delgado, "Bobby" Nel- much better than he had for some
son for assault with words. The two son, J. M4 Cunningham and Peter 01- - time. This morning Mr. Mennet was
men, however, agreed to a settle sen. A large number also drove out in the best of spirits. It was not unment out of court. Morrisol was this morning in machines.
til about 11 o'clock that his heart
placed under a $100 peace bond and
began to fail. Death came soon.
do
to
CONCERN.
the
MAY
IT
WHOM
"Dode" Mennet, as, he was known
costs,
TO
having agreed
paid
so if Stencio would drop the charge
I have severed all connection with by all his fri;ends, was the oldest
against him. This afternoon, Morri the Placita Ranch company and the of three sons. His brothers are both
son was to come before the court Ten Lakes Land company.
living, one, Jack Mennet, is In Old
L. J. HAND
with the bond and settle the case.
Mexico, and the other, Dutrult, is in
Failure to do so will mean a renewal
New York city. His mother died
of ,the charges and further court pro
last winter and his father, A. Men-neceedings.
Sr., is in Las Vegas in the emHe
ploy of Brown & Manzanares.
The funeral will
was unmarried.
take place on Friday afternoon at
3 o'clock from St Paul's Memorial
Episcopal church. Rev. J. S. Moore
will officiate.
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The Passing

Anthracite

LA

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

HartSchaffner
y and
Marx, Good
Clothes
.7

I! you

are enough

inter-

ested in fine clothes to en
at them we

looking

joy

want you to. know we are
enough interested to enjoy

J"

I

fcf'

showing

.

And

them.

say.

We've got them to show
too. The new tall weaves, colors and patterns. The new
models and smart fashions from Hart, Schaffner & Marx.
Just in. Just opened up for your inspection.

GREENBERGER
I

"A SQUARE DEAL"

but we can put you onto
the riht way to sell (foods.

JIENNET,

tieml-Saguena-

ESTABLISHED 187

The

First National

Bank

of

n

Las Vegas, New Mexico

Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition thai will look
'
good to you.

Las Vegas Light

Power Co.

1t

First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

,

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour

t,

Chop

Your Fall

Three Wise Husbands
purchase

gr

SB

Shorts

TOMATOES
Can be made easy
by sending us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use- - And the
charges are very
small..
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our
driver.

for making catsup

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

5c

l

SSot

Cabinets

The fir: t the ladies saw of the cabinets was when our wagon
backed up to their kitchen doors. These men knew that their wives
would live proportionately longer through having a Hoosier Cabjnet.
A

Dollar a Week Puts a Hoosier in Your Kitchen

J.

JOjHNSEN & SON

C

Exclusive Local Agents

.

:,

1

and all kinds of Grain, flay!!
and Alfalfa at ,mX..

There will be at hot Time
In the Whole Town
Convention Day, Sept. 28.
Don't you want that
Insurance now?
CUTLER BROTHERS
614 Lincoln Ave., Tel. Main 124.

Hoosier Kitchen
for their wives this wee ' k

HousecleaniniS

Brari

Las Vegas

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING

r,

pound

Susy

,

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

1911.

repute will thrill the crowds for

.three days, Oct. 11,

12

and 13.

$iooo "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:12 Pacers

Won't the Wife
Be Pleased
if you bring home a loaf
of

4,

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international

"S9B3S5B3

9-1-

;

to be raced ' 'Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Exciting Horse Races

Base Ball Every Day

Fun by the Ton
Feature Upon Feature
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManus,
Isaac Barth, Pres.
k

Secy-Mng- r.

s

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

J. H. STEARNS
PURE THINGS TO
BARTLETT

PEARS

EAT

--

.

.

'or Vegetables

ot any kind go to

The Graaf & Hay ward Co.'Stor
Best of
Eatable
We

nave Always the

Everything

"It's baked in a Sanitary

Tp1

1

Oven in a Sanitary Way

,
FREE STONE PEACHES
CLINGSTONE PEACHES
CONCORD GRAPES
TOKAY GRAPES
v
MISSION GRAPES
GREEN TOMATOES
RIPE TOMATOES

"Sanitary Bread"

TULIRS
SINGLE
LA' REINE

White ,
AITUS Scarlet

25

White, Whole Wheat
Rye, Cream

KEIZERKROON

Red an Yellow
COTTAGE MAID Pink
fi
dozen

cents per

Plant now to bloom'next spring

I

(EL Son- Onion
Perry
Phono Main 462
507 Sixth Street
.

:

i

Fresh Every Day
at

BOUCHER'S
(Th Coffee MtuL)

StSS'S
x
mi.
--Lilt)

s

'

Farms

yf

t maJ

be termed a science

include a means of presenting

must
the"

i

t

Science
Selling

'''

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

)
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